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ABSTRACT

African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana) and Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus) are a focus of welfare research in zoos due to their high intelligence, complex
social structure, and sheer size. Due to these challenges, some argue that zoos are
inherently incapable of providing appropriate care for elephants, while others believe that
zoos can fulfill the needs of these species with improved husbandry. There is a general
consensus from both within and outside of zoos, however, that zoos must improve their
elephant programs or cease exhibiting these animals altogether. Now more than ever,
applied research on zoo elephant welfare is needed to provide context for this debate.
Researchers are interested in how far zoo elephants walk due to the potential
health and welfare benefits of walking in these highly mobile species. Zoo researchers
recently adopted GPS technology to study elephant walking, and preliminary evidence
suggests that African elephants in large zoo exhibits walk distances that correspond with
wild elephants under non-extreme conditions. However, data are limited from Asian
elephants and from elephants in more typically-sized exhibits. In Chapter Two, I discuss
important methodological considerations of utilizing GPS in a zoo environment,
including an introduction to the technology, sources of error and mitigation, methods to
improve GPS performance, and possible effects of GPS device attachment on animal
behavior. This review shows GPS performance is adequate for tracking zoo elephant
walking when proper methodological techniques are applied, and should serve as a useful
reference for zoo researchers considering using GPS.
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In Chapter Three, I used GPS anklets to measure outdoor daily walking distance
in 56 adult female African (n = 33) and Asian (n = 23) elephants housed in 30 zoos. I
collected 259 days of data and found that elephants walked an average of 5.34 km/day
with no significant difference between species. Multivariate regression models predicted
that elephants with more dynamic feeding regimens (more diverse feeding types and
frequencies; unscheduled feeding times) will walk more. Distance walked was also
predicted to be higher in elephants that spend time in a greater number of different social
groups. Distance walked was predicted to decline with age. Finally, I found a significant
negative correlation between distance walked and nighttime space experience. The
results of the analysis suggest that zoos that want to increase walking in their elephants
need not rely solely on larger exhibits, but can increase walking by adding quality and
complexity to exhibits. However, my results failed to establish a definitive link between
walking distance and other validated measures of elephant welfare. Thus, the direct
health and welfare benefits of walking in zoo elephants remain unresolved.
Resting behaviors are an essential component of animal welfare, but have
received little attention in zoological research. In Chapter Four, I used accelerometers in
anklets to complete the first large-scale multi-species investigation of zoo elephant
recumbence. I collected 344 days of data from 72 adult female African (n = 44) and
Asian (n = 28) elephants at 40 zoos. I found that African elephants are recumbent an
average of 2.14 hours/day, which is significantly less than Asian elephants at 3.22
hours/day. Multivariate regression models predicted that African elephant recumbence
increases when they experience more space at night, and Asian elephant recumbence
increases when they spend time housed alone. Both species showed a similar response to
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substrate, such that African elephants spending time on all-hard substrates are predicted
to be recumbent less, while Asian elephants spending time on all-soft substrates are
predicted to be recumbent more. The discovery that occasional non-recumbence is a
common behavior in zoo elephants also introduces a new area of research that may have
important animal welfare consequences. Finally, this study established that zoos should
continue their efforts to replace hard substrate with soft substrate in order to provide zoo
elephants with environments that facilitate recumbence.
Overall, this work assessed walking and recumbence in zoo elephants, which will
allow zoos to gauge the prevalence of these behaviors in their elephants as compared to
the sub-population studied here. A variety of factors that are associated with these
behaviors were also identified. With this information, zoos can prioritize modifications
to their facilities and animal management programs to create an environment that
encourages zoo elephants to express walking and recumbence behavior, should they
choose to do so.
This work is one component of the Elephant Welfare Project, the largest zoo
animal welfare project ever undertaken, and is unprecedented in both scope and scale.
The project was funded by the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS), an
independent, U.S., federal, grant-making agency that supports libraries, museums, and
zoos. At the time of this writing, the first manuscripts from this project are being
submitted to academic journals. These papers will describe the prevalence and
distribution of a variety of elephant behaviors and welfare indicators, serve as a
benchmark for future elephant welfare studies, and aid in decision making with regard to
best practices in elephant management.
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Chapter One: Introduction

I: Defining animal welfare
Animal welfare has been defined as “the animal’s state of being well or ‘faring’
well” (Broom & Johnson, 1993) and includes both physical and psychological
components; some definitions include emotion as well (AZA, 2014; Kagan & Veasey,
2010). Coming to a more precise definition is challenging, but the one essential
component of animal welfare is that it is a subjective state experienced by an individual.
In other words, while the concepts and philosophies of animal welfare may change, the
welfare of an individual stays the same. Hosey et al. (2013) sum things up well when
they say “animal welfare is the subjective state of an animal, which is independent of us
and our societal views about welfare.”
Of course, the exact definition of animal welfare is likely to continue evolving
with changes in society and advancements in science. For example, the Animal Welfare
Committee of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) has rewritten its definition
of animal welfare in the last few years from one that emphasizes “(coping) with
challenges in its environment” to one that focuses on “an animal’s collective physical,
mental, and emotional states” (AZA, 2014). How welfare is defined does not change the
subjective experience of an animal, but it may help guide zoo researchers towards a more
holistic approach to animal welfare research.
One of the earliest and most pivotal scientific approaches to animal welfare was
the five freedoms. The five freedoms encompass the basic needs of animals, and were
proposed as the minimum set of requirements necessary to attain an adequate level of
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welfare (Hosey et al., 2013). The five freedoms can be briefly described as freedom from
hunger or thirst; freedom from discomfort; freedom from pain, injury or disease; freedom
to express normal behaviors; and freedom from fear and distress (FAWC, 1992). This
general concept was a good starting point, but researchers have since pointed out that
these minimum requirements may cause a lack of incentive to push beyond these
standards; more important is the idea that good welfare is not merely freedom from
negative experiences, but the presence of positive experiences such as pleasure (Boissy et
al., 2007; Hosey et al., 2013; Yeates & Main, 2008). With that understanding, concepts
of animal welfare are now much more complex, and researchers are making efforts to
identify, validate, and refine both negative and positive measures of animal welfare that
include both physical and psychological states.
As a subjective state, animal welfare can be inferred but not directly measured,
and so indicators of welfare must be measured as a proxy (Mason & Veasey, 2010).
Though a number of potential welfare indicators exist, selecting a technique for
measuring these indicators is a daunting task (Maple & Perdue, 2013). Behaviors can be
difficult to read or quantify, physiology can be affected by handling or sampling stress,
and interpretation without anthropomorphism may pose the greatest challenge of all
(Mason & Veasey, 2010). However, researchers continue to seek out “gold standard”
welfare indicators (Carlstead et al., 2013); these should be validated, evaluated for
strengths and weaknesses, well-suited for the specific research question, and, when
possible, used in conjunction with other welfare measures, as no single measure is perfect
(Mason & Veasey, 2010).
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The identification and refinement of appropriate animal welfare measures is a
critical aspect for ensuring acceptable welfare standards in zoos (Maple & Perdue, 2013).
For now, zoos have relatively few established indicators of welfare, but researchers
continue to propose and investigate new possibilities. This is especially true in species
that are susceptible to poor welfare in captivity, such as African and Asian elephants
(Carlstead et al., 2014; Mason & Veasey, 2010).

II. Indicators of zoo elephant welfare
Promoting good welfare in African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana, the
species of African elephant found in North American zoos, hereafter referred to as
“African elephants”) and Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) in zoos is particularly
challenging due to their high intelligence, specialized dietary requirements, complex
social structures, mobile nature, and sheer size. Zoo professionals have maintained that
zoos can fulfill the needs of these species by improving husbandry capabilities (Hutchins,
2003), while others have argued that zoos are inherently incapable of providing
appropriate care for elephants (Hutchins, 2006; Stroud, 2007). There is a general
consensus, however, that zoos must improve their elephant programs or cease exhibiting
these animals altogether (Hancocks, 2008; Hutchins, 2006). Applied research on zoo
elephant welfare is necessary to provide context for this discussion.
One of the best validated and most used welfare indicators is stereotypical
behavior (Mason & Veasey, 2010). Stereotypies are “unvarying and repetitive behaviors
with no apparent goal or function” (Mason & Veasey 2010). Research into stereotypy
has been driven in part by its prevalence in a number of mammalian species (Swaisgood
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& Shepherdson, 2005), including elephants. Clubb and Mason (2002) estimated that
approximately 40% of zoo elephants exhibit stereotypies, while Harris et al. (2008) found
that almost 25% of African and 50% of Asian elephants showed stereotypies during the
daytime. Asian elephants also stereotyped for almost three times as long as African
elephants. Despite recent findings on the possible causes of stereotypies, abolishing these
behaviors in zoos remains a difficult task (Mason et al., 2007). For example, these
behaviors may reflect historical welfare challenges (i.e., they represent a welfare “scar”),
so stereotypies may not be an accurate reflection of current welfare (Mason, 1991). In
addition, stereotypical behaviors may help animals cope with sub-optimal environments
by providing beneficial sensorial feedback akin to that provided by natural behavior
patterns; alternately, the rhythmicity of stereotypies may be calming in some way (Mason
et al., 2007). Thus, it is theoretically possible that in some cases, the welfare of animals
performing stereotypies is better than those that do not (Swaisgood & Shepherdson,
2005). Fortunately, our understanding of the potential underlying motivations and
neurological causes of stereotypy continues to expand (Mason & Rushen, 2006), and in
the meantime, environmental enrichment has been shown to at least partially reduce its
occurrence (Swaisgood & Shepherdson, 2005).
Zoo elephants are particularly prone to foot and joint (musculoskeletal) problems,
including arthritis, cracks, and fissures (Clubb & Mason, 2002); abscesses (Roocroft &
Oosterhuis, 2001); degenerative joint disease (Hittmair & Vielgrader, 2000); and
osteomyelitis (Gage, 2001). Foot-related conditions and arthritis are reportedly the
primary cause of euthanasia in captive elephants in the United States (West, 2001), and in
response, zoos have organized conferences and books devoted to the topic (Csuti et al.,
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2001). A number of studies have evaluated foot and joint problems in zoo elephants.
Lewis et al. (2010) found that 33% of zoos had at least one foot pathology, while Harris
et al. (2008) found nearly 20% of elephants in the U.K. have major problems on their
forefeet, and 8% on their hind feet. In addition, 23% had an obvious limp or were
severely lame. Factors predisposing zoo elephants to foot and joint problems include a
lack of exercise, excess weight, improper or unhygienic substrates, climate, stress leading
to infection, physically taxing trained behaviors, and stereotypies (Clubb & Mason, 2002;
Clubb & Mason, 2003; Fowler, 2001).
One factor that may predispose elephants to foot and joint problems is obesity
(Veasey, 2006). Body condition in zoo elephants is a major concern and poor body
condition is likely the result of a combination of a lack of exercise, overfeeding, and
qualitatively inadequate diets (Clubb & Mason, 2002; Hatt & Clauss, 2006). Harris et al.
(2008) found that 75% of elephants in the U.K. are categorized as “overweight” or “very
overweight.” In a recent study, Morfeld et al. (2014a) validated a visual body condition
score index for female African elephants using ultrasound measures of subcutaneous fat.
When applied to 50 zoo elephants and 57 wild elephants, they found that on a scale of
one (thinnest) to five (fattest), wild elephants had a median score of three, while zoos had
a median score of four. Perhaps more disconcerting, only 4% of wild elephants were
obese, compared to 40% of zoo elephants. Finally, obesity may predispose zoo elephants
to uterine (Hatt & Clauss, 2006) or ovarian tumors (Clubb & Mason, 2002) and ovarian
acyclicity (Morfeld & Brown, 2014).
Zoo elephant populations are said to be in serious demographic peril due, in part,
to low conception rates (Hutchins & Keele, 2006). Much of the research in this area has
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focused on irregular ovarian cycles or ovarian acyclicity (lack of an ovarian cycle in
female elephants of reproductive age) (Brown et al., 2004a, 2004b; Dow & Brown, 2012;
Freeman et al., 2004; Freeman et al., 2009; Morfeld et al., 2014a; Morfeld et al., 2014b;
Morfeld & Brown, 2014; Schulte et al., 2000). Historically, studies have had difficulty
identifying the causes of acylicity (e.g., Brown et al., 2004a), but some recent evidence
suggests that noncycling in African elephants is associated with high body condition
scores (overweight or obese elephants) (Morfeld & Brown, 2014) and
hyperprolactinaemia (high circulating prolactin concentrations) (Dow & Brown, 2012).
Prolactin is a hormone secreted by the pituitary gland that is involved in a number of
biological processes, and is linked to infertility in humans (Jones, 1989). However, the
results of endocrine analyses are sometimes difficult to interpret; for example, in African
zoo elephants, some acyclic females have shown prolactin concentrations that are
significantly higher than normal, some have shown levels significantly lower than
normal, and in general, prolactin secretion patterns are temporally altered in acyclic zoo
elephants (Dow & Brown, 2012). Unfortunately, rates of acylicity have remained
frustratingly steady in recent years; worse, rates of irregular cycling continue to rise
(Brown et al., 2004; Dow et al., 2011; Proctor et al., 2010).
Glucocorticoid outputs are considered to be one of the best validated and most
widely applied measures of welfare, along with stereotypies (Mason & Veasey, 2006).
Briefly, glucocorticoids are a type of hormone secreted by the adrenal gland in response
to a stressor (Nelson, 2005). In elephants, cortisol is the primary glucocorticoid of
interest, and cortisol or its metabolites can be measured using saliva, feces, urine, and,
potentially, hair (Mason & Veasey, 2006). Fecal samples in particular can be obtained
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relatively noninvasively, and studies of wild African elephants recorded elevations in
cortisol metabolites in relation to presumed stressful circumstances. Foley et al. (2001)
reported that metabolite concentrations were correlated with dominance in the largest
herd (of three being monitored), such that concentrations in the most subordinate
individuals were almost double those in the highest ranking individuals. Anthropogenic
effects may also be stressful for wild African elephants, as cortisol metabolites increased
in the feces of elephants after the translocation of a family group (Viljoen et al., 2008)
and after (legal) hunting events - both in bulls present at the hunt, and bulls and breeding
herds distributed throughout the park (Burke et al., 2008). Despite these findings, careful
interpretation is required when glucocorticoid outputs are used to determine if an animal
is suffering a stress-related decrease in welfare. For example, chronic stress can in some
cases lead to decreased renal activity (false negative), while a positive stressor (e.g.,
excitement or exertion) can also elevate glucocorticoid levels (false positive).
In addition to the fairly well-established elephant welfare measures, researchers
have proposed dozens more for further investigation (Mason & Veasey, 2006).
Candidates that have already been validated to some extent include vocal and postural
signals, measures of preference-avoidance, and cardiovascular disease. Non-validated (in
zoos) indicators include male infertility, fear-stress pheromone release, and measures of
heart rate, pupil dilation, and blood pressure. The distances elephants walk has also been
proposed as a biologically meaningful metric (Chapter Three; Hutchins, 2006), and
resting behaviors are essential for the good health and welfare of animals (Chapter Four;
Botreau et al., 2007; Broom & Fraser, 2007).
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III. Multi-institutional studies of zoo elephant welfare
The earliest comprehensive zoo elephant welfare study was a review of European
zoo elephant welfare (Clubb & Mason, 2002). The report compiled published literature,
secondary source materials, and interviews, and concluded that elephants generally
experience poor welfare due primarily to stress and/or poor physical health. The authors
also identified several potential causes of diminished welfare; these can be grouped
generally into the categories of space, confinement (including inappropriate substrate),
social factors (including early weaning), diet, and climate. In addition, the authors call
attention to a general lack of opportunity to perform natural behaviors, and some risks
associated with free contact management. However, the authors of this study were
unable to look for statistical correlations between these risk factors and welfare issues
due to a lack of access to zoo facility data. Despite this limitation, their review was a
sobering call-to-action for many zoos and animal welfare advocates, prompting follow-up
studies.
Multi-institutional data on zoo elephant welfare was collected in a 1997 survey of
elephant foot condition and care that included 54 responding North American zoos found
that 91% had elephant barns with concrete floors, and 67% considered it a low priority to
change the indoor flooring substrate (Dimeo-Ediger, 2001). This is a surprising result, as
medical evidence already existed for the overwhelming prevalence of foot problems in
captive elephants in North America (Mikota et al., 1994), as acknowledged in the same
volume in which the survey results were published (Csuti et al., 2001). In 2006, a similar
survey was sent to all 80 AZA facilities exhibiting elephants, and received 78 responses
(Lewis et al., 2010). Although the results were not directly comparable to the earlier
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study, the Lewis et al. survey shows a clear trend towards more natural substrate use,
despite the fact that concrete continues to be the largest single flooring type inside barns.
In addition to facility characteristics, Lewis et al. collected data on husbandry and foot
health attributes, and found that 33% of zoos had at least one foot pathology in the
previous year; pathologies included onychitis (infected nails), perionychia (lesion/sore
between the nails), penetrating erosions, and sloughed pads (complete separation of the
sole of the foot). The authors also found that zoos with younger herds that were provided
more exercise were significantly less likely to encounter foot pathologies. More
specifically, when holding herd age constant, the odds of a zoo experiencing foot
pathology in their elephants decrease by 37% for each additional 10 min of exercise
provided per day.
Another comprehensive study combined survey information with physiological
and behavioral data collected from all 77 elephants in the United Kingdom’s 13 elephantholding zoos (Harris et al., 2008). The elephants showed a high prevalence of foot
pathology, stereotypy, poor body condition score, and abnormal gait. However, some
evidence indicates that elephants with more outdoor space may have improved gait and
reduced stereotypy. The small sample size and statistical methods used in this study
limited analyses; a number of potentially confounding variables could not be discounted
and the relative contribution of different risk factors to welfare outcomes could not be
assessed.
A few other studies with large sample sizes have taken a more focused approach
to elucidate the causes and effects of specific health and welfare factors (e.g.,
reproductive health [Dow et al., 2011], fecundity [Clubb et al., 2009], and mortality
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[Clubb et al., 2008] or more deeply explore specific environmental variables (e.g.,
flooring [Haspeslagh et al., 2013]). Overall, these larger studies of zoo elephant welfare
provided additional insight and helped researchers improve data collection and analysis
techniques. However, attempting to draw sweeping conclusions from individual studies
on sub-populations of elephants was difficult, as subjects, sample sizes, and data
collection periods varied over time, and different outcomes were measured using a wide
range of methodologies that were unique to each project. Thus, there existed a desire for
a comprehensive study characterizing a full suite of welfare indicators in a large
population of zoo elephants.

IV. The Elephant Welfare Project
In response to the notable lack of integrated elephant welfare data, especially in
North American zoos, a group of researchers from AZA-accredited zoos applied for, and
was awarded, a grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) to fund
their project entitled “Using Science to Understand Zoo Elephant Welfare” (Elephant
Welfare Project for brevity). This project is the largest scale animal welfare study ever
undertaken by the zoo community and is unprecedented in both size and scope. Of the 73
accredited elephant-holding zoos in North America, 72 committed to the study; these
zoos collectively care for 166 African and 125 Asian elephants. My research on the use
of Geographic Positioning System (GPS) in zoos (Chapter Two), daily walking distances
in zoo elephants (Chapter Three), and recumbent rest behavior in zoo elephants (Chapter
Four) is one component of the Elephant Welfare Project. We gathered a wide range of
zoo-level and elephant-level data from all participating zoos in four categories:
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management, social, housing, and demographics. In some cases, researchers developed
novel variables that better reflect the perspective and experience of zoo elephants,
capturing the complexity and variability within the zoo population. For example,
shorthand discussions of zoo exhibits commonly refer to the exhibit size as the area (e.g.,
ft2 or ft3) accessible and utilizable by a zoo animal, yet this approach may not accurately
reflect the experience of some species. Zoo elephants rarely remain within a single
enclosure throughout a 24-hour period, but instead are shifted between different yards,
viewing areas, and stalls, which can themselves be combined or split apart to form an
increasingly complex number of possible spaces that elephants inhabit for varying
amounts of time. Thus, the Elephant Welfare Project included a new space variable
proposed for use in animal welfare research: space experience, which considers the area
the elephant occupies as a function of time. Similarly, zoo elephants have complex social
arrangements that require additional considerations of how researchers can best measure
the sociality from an elephant-centric point of view. Herd size, the total number of
elephants at the zoo, could easily be presumed to be the most informative number to
measure the social opportunities for an individual zoo elephant. However, some zoo
elephants never share physical space with some other members of the herd (Meehan et
al., 2015). Complicating matters further, these elephants may still be in tactile, visual,
olfactory, and acoustic communication with other elephants at the zoo, so the inability to
share the same physical space may only seem isolating from an anthropomorphic
viewpoint. Because of this complexity, the Elephant Welfare Project includes a variety
of social variables, including herd size, animal contact (maximum number of unique
elephants focal animal is in contact with), social group contact (maximum number of
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unique social groups focal animal is part of), and social experience, a variable similar to
space experience, which takes into account both the number of elephants a focal animal
shares space with, and the time spent in that social group (for a more detailed review, see
Meehan et al., 2015). We also collected data on a wide range of welfare outcomes to
investigate associations with management, social, housing, and demographic variables.
Seven outcomes thought to be associated with welfare were available for the first round
of study and analysis: foot health, musculoskeletal health, stereotypy, body condition
score, ovarian cyclicity, distance walked (Chapter Three) and recumbence rest (Chapter
Four).

V. Dissertation organization
The two themes of this dissertation are, broadly, GPS technology as applied to
tracking zoo animals - including techniques zoo researchers can use to minimize error
and bias in their studies; and walking and recumbence in zoo elephants, two behaviors of
which we have little baseline knowledge and an incomplete understanding of what they
may indicate about animal welfare.
In Chapter Two, I will review the methodological constraints of using GPS in
animal research applications, beginning with a brief history of wild, farm, and zoo animal
tracking. Next, I will discuss the overall operation of GPS, including sources of error and
mitigation, to provide some context for the challenges associated with these
methodologies. Researchers can overcome GPS limitations in many cases by applying
specific data processing and screening techniques; some of these I will discuss using GPS
data from the Elephant Welfare Project as a case study.
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In Chapter Three, I aimed to 1) quantify and describe distance walked in zoo
elephants using GPS anklets, 2) determine the potential effects of a variety of housing,
social, management, and demographic factors on distance walked, and 3) test for
associations between distance walked and two accepted welfare metrics: foot health and
joint health. Elephants are highly mobile species, although their motivations for traveling
are not always clear; walking may primarily be used to access the sometimes widely
distributed resources they require, or, it may be expressed as part of their need or desire
to explore and gather information about their environment. In zoos, resources are more
readily accessible and their spatial environment is reduced, which may lead to elephants
walking less. This lack of exercise could have health and welfare consequences for zoo
elephants, although no studies have looked for direct associations between walking and
welfare in zoo elephants. This study will provide the first multi-institutional dataset on
zoo elephant walking, and will identify the factors in the zoo environment that are most
strongly associated with walking. I will also make a first attempt at establishing a
correlation between walking and established welfare measures.
In Chapter Four, I aimed to1) quantify and describe zoo elephant recumbence to
better understand its timing, patterns, and prevalence, and 2) determine the potential
effects of a variety of social, housing, management, and demographic factors on
recumbence. Recumbence is a natural resting posture exhibited by elephants in the wild
and in captivity. Studies in cattle have shown these animals are highly motivated to lie
down, and limiting their opportunities to do so is associated with a deleterious health and
welfare effects, including stress, lameness, and hoof problems, among others.
Additionally, species that naturally exhibit recumbent rest may suffer from sleep
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disturbance of deprivation if they are unable to adequately attain or remain in this
posture; this can cause a host of disruptions in vital biological processes. Again, no
multi-institutional studies have examined this behavior
Chapter Five discusses the general conclusion and implications of my research,
some of the challenges associated with studying zoo animal welfare indicators, and areas
for possible future work.
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Chapter Two: Measuring zoo animal location and movement with GPS: methodological
concerns

I. GPS applications in biological studies: a brief history
The advent of the global positioning system (GPS) provided a major advance in
spatiotemporal data acquisition for animal tracking. Biologists first used GPS to track
wild animals in 1993 (Rodgers, 2001); early research used bulky collars on large
terrestrial animals, including moose (Alces alces) (Moen et al., 1996; Moen et al., 1997;
Rempel et al., 1995; Rodgers & Anson, 1994) deer (Cervus and Odocoileu spp.) (Blanc
& Brelurut 1997; Bowman et al., 2000; Merrill et al., 1998), wolves (Canis lupus)
(Merrill et al., 1998), and elephants (Loxodonta spp.) (Blake et al., 2001; DouglasHamilton, 1998). At first, researchers focused on validating GPS as a research tool in
different habitats (Edenius, 1997; Merrill et al., 1998; Moen et al., 1997) and
experimenting with data processing techniques (Dussault et al., 2001). As GPS
technology advanced and researchers became more familiar with the technology, they
began answering specific questions using spatiotemporal data. For example, researchers
used GPS to identify optimal locations for wildlife corridors across highways to minimize
risk to cougars (Puma concolor) (Maletzke et al., 2005). GPS tracking showed that
Bewick's swans (Cygnus columbianus bewickii) with low-pathogenic flu infections had
altered migratory patterns, suggesting that more virulent strains (e.g., H5N1) could have
serious impacts on bird health and ecology (van Gils et al., 2007). GPS has also been
used in marine applications, including a study of loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta)
that showed they have complex pre-nesting habitat preferences, and protected areas
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should not focus only on the location of the nesting beach as has historically occurred
(Schofield et al., 2007).
Livestock researchers also took early advantage of GPS technology (Hulbert et
al., 1998; Rutter et al., 1997; Turner et al., 2000). In one study, researchers tested
whether the relocation of salt or water sources would more effectively shift cattle
distribution to prevent overgrazing in large ranges (Ganskopp, 2001). When water
sources were moved, GPS collared cattle would shift their location and remain near
water, however, manipulation of salting stations only temporarily affected cattle
distribution. More recently, livestock researchers have created “virtual fences” by which
cattle wearing GPS collars are trained to remain within a virtual boundary via an audio
cue (conditioned using a mild electric shock) (Lee et al., 2009). These fences allow
livestock managers to optimize the “nutritional landscape” by moving cattle across the
range in a spatially and temporally efficient manner (Anderson, 2007).
The first applications of GPS within zoos were conducted by wildlife biologists
using zoo animals as a proxy for wild animals to validate their methodologies. In a 2006
study, six captive-bred Oriental Pied Hornbills (Anthracoceros albirostris) in a zoo were
outfitted with GPS receivers. After five months of behavioral observations, researchers
concluded that the behavior of the GPS-outfitted individuals was not significantly
different than individuals not wearing GPS equipment (Chaiyarat et al., 2012). The study
animals were then released into the wild and their GPS data were used to estimate home
range sizes to better design conservation areas. In a second study, researchers outfitted
red deer (Cervus elaphus) in a zoo with different GPS devices to compare their
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performance; they also tested whether deer movement or collar orientation affected GPS
location error, and found there was no effect (Uno et al., 2002).
Researchers at zoos were relatively late adopters of GPS technology, perhaps due
to the small spatial scales of zoo environments, and thus, the higher required GPS
performance standards. The first study conducted by zoo researchers included five adult
female African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana) at Disney’s Animal Kingdom
(Leighty et al., 2008). The researchers used unique digital audio and GPS recording
collars to determine if elephants use rumble vocalizations to mediate animal proximity
between and within social groupings. Their findings supported previous research in wild
elephants that found rumbles are important for spatial cohesion among group members;
in addition, they discovered that post-rumble elephant movements were affected by the
social affiliation of the individuals. The researchers followed up with a GPS collar study
that looked specifically at walking behavior in the same herd of African elephants
(Leighty et al., 2009). They found that the elephants walked at rates within the range
observed in the wild; they also found some evidence that the elephants had higher
walking rates when housed in more complex social groups in larger enclosures. In the
third and final study from this research group, a subset of elephants wore GPS collars to
document their use of exhibit space and resources as a function of their position within
the dominance hierarchy (Leighty et al., 2010). Dominance was not correlated with the
use of mud wallows or permanent shade areas, but it was correlated with overall space
usage, the use of watering holes, and the use of restricted flow areas. This pioneering
work had clear animal welfare and exhibit design implications, and the zoological
research community soon completed a number of studies of zoo elephant movement and
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GPS methodologies (Horback et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2012; Rothwell et al., 2011),
including the work of a number of university students (Chapter Three; K. L. Ficken,
personal communication, October 15, 2013; Soulsby, 2013).
GPS provides researchers with more data of a higher quality while optimizing
research effort, and is being applied to species with smaller and more nuanced patterns of
movement, in zoos and in the wild. As GPS technology becomes more advanced and
ubiquitous, the tendency will be to make assumptions about the reliability and autonomy
of the system. On the contrary, GPS remains a complex and error-prone system, and
over-expectation of system functionality and performance can lead to inadequate study
design or researcher frustration, which may ultimately compromise the study results
(Goodyear, 2007). Before a zoological researcher undertakes a project utilizing GPS, an
understanding of the basic principles of the system - including sources of error and how
to mitigate them - is essential.

II. GPS Operation, Sources of Error, and System Improvements
GPS Operation
The United States was the first country to deploy a Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS). Today, the Department of Defense NAVSTAR Global Positioning
System (GPS) remains the most widely used GNSS in the world (Bolstad, 2012), but
GNSS’s also exist or are being developed in Russia (GLONASS), the E.U. (Galileo), and
China (BeiDou) (Kaplan, 2006). Due to the many similarities between these systems, the
term GPS is often broadly applied to describe any GNSS. However, some differences
exist, so in this document the term GPS is best considered as specific to the NAVSTAR
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program. Readers interested in the history of GPS program development or other
GNSS’s are directed to Kaplan (2006), Misra & Enge (2006), and El-Rabbany (2006).
GPS has three main components: control, satellite, and user. The control segment
is a network of ground stations that are responsible for monitoring and maintaining
satellite and system integrity. The satellite segment consists of a constellation of 24-32
satellites in six orbital planes (USNO, 2015); this allows for four to eight satellites to be
typically available from any unobstructed location on Earth (Bolstad, 2012). The user
segment includes any receiver that accesses the GPS satellite data to calculate its
location.
GPS positioning works using two basic mathematical concepts. The first concept,
trilateration, is used to estimate an unknown position based on measurement of distances
(Misra & Enge, 2006). More specifically, GPS uses trilateration to estimate receiver
position based on measurement of distances between the receiver and the satellites. But
how do we measure these distances? The answer lies in the second mathematical concept
used in GPS, the equation distance = rate x time. GPS satellites are continuously
transmitting radio signals that, in general, travel at the speed of light. GPS signals are
also embedded with timing information, which enables the receiver to calculate when the
signal left the satellite. The product of the satellite-to-receiver propagation time, and the
speed of light, is the distance between the receiver and the satellite (Kaplan & Leva,
2006). Theoretically, a receiver needs to simultaneously track only three satellites to
estimate its location (Fig. 2.1). From a practical point of view, however, a minimum of
four satellites is preferred for optimal GPS operation, and additional satellites can
improve location accuracy even further.
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The basic idea behind GPS is rather simple, yet the intricacies of the system
become rapidly complex. Some of these will be explored in the following sections. For
additional details introductory GPS users are directed to Bolstad (2012) and El-Rabbany
(2006); advanced users may wish to consult Kaplan & Hegarty (2006) and Misra & Enge
(2006).

Figure 2.1: The basics of GPS positioning via trilateration using measured distances from three
satellites. In most practical applications, a minimum of four satellites is used to calculate an accurate fix.

Universal error sources
Many sources of GPS error are due to limitations inherent to the technology.
These errors universally affect all GPS users, whether they are military, aviation, or
civilian. These errors primarily relate to the space and control segments, thus, there is
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little that the end user can do about them. Regardless, briefly reflecting on these
universal error sources will provide a better understanding of GPS operation and
limitations.
One of the smallest error sources in GPS is ephemeris error, also known as orbital
error, which relates to the position of the satellite in orbit (Misra & Enge, 2006). GPS
relies on highly accurate estimates of satellite locations to function correctly, but
sometimes the control segment miscalculates satellite position, speed, or trajectory,
which is then relayed to the user. Ephemeris error, although small, is also difficult to
control, as satellites are subject to forces (e.g., solar radiation pressure) which cannot be
easily measured from the ground (Colombo, 1986).
GPS positional accuracy can also be diminished due to clock error. Each satellite
is equipped with multiple atomic clocks that keep time based on the natural atomic
oscillations of rubidium and cesium gases; these clocks are stable to within a few
nanoseconds per day, and are monitored and corrected by the control segment (ElRabbany, 2006). Receiver clocks, on the other hand, are inexpensive crystal clocks and
are much more prone to error (El-Rabbany, 2006; Kleusberg & Langley, 1990). Despite
this limitation, clock error can be mathematically estimated and nearly eliminated by
combining GPS signal information, and is generally the smallest error source in the
system (Misra & Enge, 2006).
The most challenging source of error faced by all users of GPS is the Earth’s
atmosphere. GPS satellites orbit the Earth at an altitude of approximately 20,000 km, and
the radio signals they emit complete 95% of their journey travelling at the speed of light
through the vacuum of space (Misra & Enge, 2006). However, these signals must
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eventually pass through the Earth’s atmosphere on their way to receivers on the surface
of the Earth. The atmosphere contains charged particles, neutral atoms, and molecules
that interact with radio signals and can change the speed and direction of the signals via
refraction (Langley, 2000). Of primary consequence for GPS performance is the change
in the signal propagation speed which affects the signal transit time, and, thus, the
apparent range to a satellite will appear shorter or longer than reality (El-Rabbany, 2006;
Misra & Enge, 2006). The two atmospheric regions in which refraction can occur are the
ionosphere and troposphere.
The ionosphere is a portion of the upper atmosphere in which radiation from the
sun interacts with gas molecules and atoms, resulting in charged particles that can affect
GPS performance (El-Rabbany, 2000). It is the electrons that have the greatest impact on
radio signals, and the density of these electrons varies greatly both temporally (time of
day, season) and spatially (user location) (Langley, 2000). This unpredictability poses a
challenge to operators of the control segment, who must model the effects of the
ionosphere as best they can and send correction data to the satellites. Ionospheric
unpredictability is further compounded by the effects of space weather and the 11-year
solar cycle. An increase in solar flares and coronal mass ejections during the sun’s solar
peak can degrade range measurements, and in severe circumstances, completely sever
communication between the satellite and receiver (Cerruti et al., 2008; Doherty et al.,
2004).
The troposphere is the lowest portion of the Earth’s atmosphere and is electrically
neutral; however, the troposphere is composed of dry gases and water vapor that can
refract GPS signals (Misra & Enge, 2006). At higher altitudes, refraction of signals is
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easily predicted and modeled, while at lower altitudes, water vapor is unpredictably
distributed due to local weather patterns (El-Rabbany, 2006). Thus, although all GPS
users may experience tropospheric error, the actual effect on location accuracy will
depend on atmospheric weather. At a more applied level this means bad weather could
lead to poor GPS study results; indeed evidence for this exists in a study of zoo elephant
movement (Miller et al., 2012); however, surface meteorological conditions are not
strongly correlated with tropospheric water vapor (El-Rabbany, 2006), so weather alone
cannot predict GPS system performance.

Error sources unique to the user
While all Earth-bound GPS users are subject to similar effects from ephemeris
error, clock error, and the atmosphere, other error sources are unique to the location and
environment at the moment the GPS signal arrives at the user’s receiver. Errors sources
unique to individual users include canopy conditions, available sky, animal activity and
antenna orientation, and multipath effects.
The effect of forest canopy on GPS performance was evaluated in the first
published study of animal-tracking using GPS (Rempel et al., 1995). Canopy and other
vegetation were known to obstruct communication between satellites and receivers, so
researchers tested GPS collar performance in relation to tree spacing, height, basal
diameter, and canopy closure. At about the same time, researchers also studied the
effects of topographic obstructions (i.e., terrain) (Rodgers et al., 1997). They used the
term “available sky” to refer to the proportion of sky available to a receiver through
direct line of sight in all directions and at all angles (D’Eon et al., 2002). The result of
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these early studies was that canopy cover and available sky could both have detrimental
effects on GPS performance. More specifically, GPS was likely to perform poorly if an
animal was in a valley bottom or on a steep slope with dense vertical vegetation, and GPS
was likely to perform best on an animal in a topographically flat area with an open
canopy.
Canopy and available sky conditions can degrade GPS performance two ways.
First, they can completely sever the connection between the receiver and all satellites, or
nearly all satellites, such that the receiver is unable to calculate its location (Belant, 2009;
D’Eon et al., 2002; Hansen & Riggs, 2008; Phillips et al., 1998; Rempel et al., 1995;
Sager-Fradkin et al., 2007; but see: Bowman et al., 2000; Lewis et al., 2007). Second,
they can introduce error into position estimates by blocking some satellite signals,
causing poor satellite geometry and/or forcing the use of less valuable signals to make a
fix (Bettinger & Fei, 2010; Deckert & Bolstad, 1996; Dussault et al., 1999; Hansen &
Riggs, 2008; Moen et al., 1996; Moen et al., 1997). Both of these scenarios are of
concern to researchers studying animal location and movement, however, the latter
scenario introduces a new potential source of error. If the receivers worn by study
animals are acquiring more coordinate fixes in some habitats, and less in others, those
obstructed habitats will be missing data, which is arguably the largest source of potential
error and bias in GPS data (D’Eon, 2003). In this case, the rate of fixes would not be
randomly distributed, but instead would be the result of a directional bias caused by
habitat; this bias could potentially translate into wrongful research conclusions (D’Eon &
Delparte, 2005).
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Animal activity can also affect GPS performance. First, animals being tracked
with GPS have the ability to move across the landscape and select microhabitat that may
compound problems with satellite communication; for example, animals resting at the
base of large trees (Sager-Fradkin et al., 2007). This is a potential concern for zoo
researchers, as animal exhibits often include microhabitats such as shade structures,
shelters, holding pens, walls, and vegetation, all of which may introduce fix rate bias into
the dataset. Second, animal activity can change the orientation of the antenna in the GPS
receiver. Vendors stress that consumers maintain the GPS antenna orientation as close to
90° from horizontal as possible (Belant, 2009). Indeed, collars tested in an open area
showed that the percent of successful locations decreased as antenna orientation moved
away from the vertical position (Belant, 2009); other researchers found antenna
orientation affects positional accuracy in a forest area, but not in an open area (Jiang et
al., 2008). In the most comprehensive study to date, GPS collars were rotated through
different orientations, with antenna pointing from 0 degrees to 180 degrees. There was a
consistent downward trend in both fix rate error and location error as the collars angled
away from vertical, but a threshold effect appeared at 90 degrees, such that large affects
on GPS performance appear only when the orientation approaches or exceeds horizontal
(D’Eon & Delparte, 2005).
A final source of local error for GPS receivers comes from multipath signals. The
term multipath derives from the fact that a signal transmitted from a GPS satellite can
follow a “multiple” number of propagation “paths” to the receiver (Townsend & Fenton,
1994). The ideal path will run directly from the satellite to the receiver (i.e., “line-ofsight”), but multipath signals are reflected back to the receiver off surrounding objects,
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thereby increasing the travel time of the signal (Fig. 2.2). Receivers will then attempt to
correlate with both signals, creating a composite signal that reduces location accuracy.
Vegetative obstructions can also play a significant role in introducing error into position
estimates through the use of multipath signals (Bettinger & Fei, 2010). In fact in forested
areas, multipath error can account for over half of the positional error in static receivers
(Danskin et al., 2009). The ability of a GPS receiver to reject multipath signals may be
one of the main causes in differences in positional accuracy between types of receiver
(Bolstad et al., 2005). Unfortunately, these effects are difficult to measure, as they exist
in a dynamic environment, constantly in flux as the animal moves. They are also
impossible to avoid in many cases, as multipath can arise due to reflections off
environmental surfaces such as rock faces and smooth bark (Rempel et al., 1997), but
also (and more commonly) off urban structures with an abundance of corner reflectors,
such as the sides of buildings and streets (Bolstad, 2012). Zoo exhibits often contain a
combination of both these natural and artificial reflective surfaces, so zoo researchers
must be wary of the degrading of GPS performance by multipath signals.
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Figure 2.2: The multipath effect is the result of satellite signals reaching the receiver via more than
one path. If a physical structure on one pathway causes a signal refraction, it can introduce positional error
because multipath (A) and direct signals (B) create a composite signal.

III. Improving GPS performance
System Improvements
Soon after GPS became operational, civilian users began lobbying hard for system
design and policy changes to further expand GPS applications. Since that time, GPS has
become nearly ubiquitous due to its use in location and navigation, but also in its less
visible role as the source of precise time for telecommunications, banking, power, and the
internet. In response, the U.S. government announced a new GPS modernization
initiative in 1999, which included a reassessment of the entire GPS architecture (Misra &
Enge, 2006). System improvements from this modernization initiative are ongoing, and
as better clocks, satellites, and mathematical models, are introduced by the government,
so too are manufacturers unveiling improved receivers. Thus, before we consider the
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techniques that a GPS user can use to improve GPS performance, let us first review these
ongoing modernization efforts.
A larger satellite constellation is the key to mitigating many common GPS error
sources, and the number of satellites available will improve drastically over the next ten
years. One increase in satellites will be due to the association between the U.S. and the
E.U., which have worked together since 2004 to ensure that the Galileo satellites will be
interoperable with the newer GPS satellites scheduled to launch in 2016 (becoming
available around 2026) (GPS.gov, 2014a). Meanwhile, the GPS modernization program
has been continuously launching satellites over the last few years; four new satellites
were launched in 2014 alone (GPS.gov, 2014a). The additional satellite coverage will
improve satellite availability in a variety of situations, including urban areas where
buildings can reduce available sky (EC, 2013). In addition, the newer satellites are far
more advanced than previous models. The satellite upgrade with perhaps the largest
effect on GPS applications is the inclusion of a second civilian signal, dubbed L2C. The
L2C signal operates at a higher power than the current L1 C/A signal, improving its
ability to operate indoors or under obstructions like canopy cover (GPS.gov, 2014b).
More importantly, than the new L2C signal is the potential for integration of the L2C
signal and the L1 signal. Dual-frequency receivers will be able to simultaneously use and
compare the two signals to realize faster signal acquisition, enhanced reliability, and
essentially eliminate ionospheric errors (Misra & Enge, 2006) - down to millimeter level
accuracy (Hoque & Jakowski, 2008). Currently, dual frequency receivers are
considerably more expensive than single frequency receivers, although prices are likely
to reduce as demand increases. Demand will likely be tied to the success of the GPS
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IIR(M) satellites carrying the L2C signal, and although the full constellation is not
expected to be available until 2018, some are already in orbit and broadcasting (although
as of writing they are consider to be officially in a “pre-operational state” for testing)
(DOD, 2014). The IIR(M) satellites will significantly improve GPS performance, but the
modernization program is not ending there, and newer models will integrate additional
upgrades. GPS IIF satellites, available in 2021, will use advanced atomic clocks to keep
time within 8 billionths of a second, and GPS III satellites in 2026 will incorporate
another channel (L1C) to allow for international interoperability.
In addition to satellite segment improvement, the control segment is undergoing
modernization. One key upgrade is the expansion of the number of monitoring stations
from six to sixteen; the increase in orbital data being monitored led to a 10% to 15%
improvement in system accuracy (GPS.gov, 2014c). Improved IT and other upgrades
also enhance the accuracy of mathematical models, such as those used to predict clock
error and the forces acting on satellites. Finally, while tropospheric effects remain an
error source that, frustratingly cannot be corrected via dual frequency receivers (ElRabbany, 2006), improved models that estimate the “standard atmosphere” at the user’s
location based on latitude and longitude, average pressure, temperature, and humidity
have reduced location errors to the order of 5-10cm (Misra & Enge, 2006).
Receiver design and software also continue to improve, with one primary goal
being the reduction of multipath signal effects. Receiver manufacturers have applied a
flurry of cutting-edge technologies towards the mitigation of multipath through both
antenna design and receiver processing methods (Weill, 1997). For example, some new
receivers can be programmed to ignore signals with a high noise relative to signal
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strength, which is often indicative of multipath (Bolstad, 2012). Despite these efforts,
multipath remains a dominant source of error in GPS (Weill, 2002), most notably in
urban settings (Bolstad, 2012).

Differential GPS
In addition to general system improvements, GPS users can take an active role in
system performance through the use of differential GPS (dGPS). This system uses base
station receivers of known location to correct for error and provide significant increases
in positional accuracy. Fortunately, most modern GPS receivers come equipped with the
ability to automatically utilize some dGPS corrections in real time, making dGPS a
simple and convenient way to improve GPS performance. DGPS systems vary widely,
but perhaps the simplest and most widely applied in the U.S. is the wide area
augmentation system (WAAS) (Chapter Two). WAAS was developed by the Federal
Aviation Administration to enhance the GPS system for use in civil aviation (ElRabbany, 2006). The core of the system is a network of 25 widely distributed base
stations, whose locations are known to a very high degree of accuracy. Because the
locations of the base station are known, and the locations of the GPS satellites are (fairly
accurately) known, the “true” distance from a given satellite to the base station can be
calculated. This known “true” distance can then be compared to the measured distance as
determined by a receiver at the base station; the difference between these values are due
to error (DOT & FAA, 2012). WAAS then uses a pair of geostationary satellites to
broadcast corrections based on these measurements, which any WAAS-enabled receiver
can receive and apply. Currently, WAAS capabilities are built in to most modern GPS
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receivers, including the cheapest recreational handheld receivers (MELP, 2008).
However, the WAAS correction signals are relatively weak, and do not reliably penetrate
canopy, therefore they may not reach their full potential in some applications (MELP,
2008).
For GPS users requiring additional accuracy, other dGPS options are available.
For example, the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) manages the Continuously Operating
Reference Stations (CORS) network, a multi-purpose cooperative endeavor involving
government, academic, and private organizations that as of January, 2014, contains more
than 1,900 stations designed to improve GPS accuracy in surveying, mapping,
engineering and related fields (Ali, 2012; NOAA, 2014). NGS makes the data collected
by CORS available for public use; researchers can then use software to apply corrections
from their nearest reference station via a technique called post-processing. In general,
post-processing is considered slightly more accurate than the alternative real-time
processing (e.g., WAAS) (Bolstad, 2012). A final option for users in remote locations
not covered by WAAS or reference stations is to establish their own base station within
their study area using highly accurate surveying equipment; this was also essential in
early GPS studies before the development of alternate dGPS techniques (e.g., Rempel &
Rodgers, 1997).

Sampling interval
Improving GPS system performance requires advance consideration by
researchers, beginning in the early stages of study design. For example, one of the most
difficult methodological decisions a GPS researcher will make is selecting the sampling
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interval - the amount of time that elapses between consecutive location fixes. This
decision is especially important for researchers who are interested in quantifying the
movement of their subjects (e.g., distance walked), as sampling frequency can lead to
vast over- or underestimations of travel distance. Ryan et al. (2004) explains it this way:
“Just as the length of a coastline varies depending on the scale at which you map it, so the
track length of [an animal] is influenced by the frequency with which it is ‘sampled.’”
Clearly, an infrequent sampling interval (e.g., once per hour) will miss the intricacies
inherent to the movement of most species, and an underestimation of travel will occur.
On the other hand, a very frequent sampling interval (e.g., once per second) may cause a
rapid accumulation of small inaccuracies, especially when the animal is not moving. Put
simply, if intervals are too long, they undersample the details of movement paths, and if
too short, they oversample sites of rest and inactivity (Brown et al., 2012).
As an example of how sampling interval may affect movement data, I will
reference data from the Elephant Welfare Project, a large-scale study of elephant welfare
in North American zoos funded by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
(Carlstead et al., 2013). This project included a study of African savanna elephant
(Loxodonta africana) and Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) walking distance using GPS
and accelerometer equipped anklets (Chapter Four). For our investigation of sampling
interval, I have randomly selected mean daily walking distance (km) data from five
elephants (Table 2.1). These data were collected at 5 second intervals; reanalyzing the
dataset at 10 s and 30 s intervals allows us to see how severely sampling interval does, or
does not, affect the outcome of our research question. In this case, elephants are
estimated to walk either 5.7 km/day (5 s intervals), 5.2 km/day (10 s intervals), or 4.2
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km/day (30 s intervals). Thus, a change in sampling interval may change an elephant’s
reported distance walked by as little as a few hundred meters (subject C), or as much as
several kilometers (subject D).

Table 2.1: Mean Daily Walking Distance (km) of five randomly selected elephants from the Elephant
Welfare Project. Calculated distance walked is reduced as sampling intervals increase from 5 seconds to
10 seconds, and 5 seconds to 30 seconds.

Subject
A
B
C
D
E
Mean

Mean Daily Walking Distance (km)
5 Seconds
10 seconds
30 seconds
5.9
5.6 (0.3)
4.9 (1.0)
6.1
5.6 (0.5)
4.4 (1.7)
4.1
3.9 (0.2)
3.5 (0.6)
6.7
5.7 (1.0)
3.8 (2.9)
5.4
5.1 (0.3)
4.4 (1.0)
5.7
5.2 (0.5)
4.2 (1.4)

Researchers have a number of options when selecting the sampling interval.
Ideally, researchers would strategically set the sampling interval a priori, based on
existing knowledge of species behavior and movement patterns, the specific research
questions being addressed, study limitations, and the accuracy and precision of the GPS
device (Frair et al., 2010). Alternately, GPS devices can be set to collect data at the
highest possible frequency, thereby allowing researchers to evaluate alternate sampling
intervals. Some researchers will, of course, find the latter option impossible due to
battery or memory constraints. Overall, the evolving technology, and the intricacies of
GPS data collection in diverse applications, means there is no established or agreed upon
sampling interval. Thus, intervals range widely, even in studies of elephant movement.
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Not surprisingly, the least frequent intervals are used in studies of wild elephants, e.g., 13 records/day (Leggett, 2006). Zoo studies have used intervals of 1 and 2 seconds
(Soulsby, 2013), 5 seconds (Chapter Three; Miller et al., 2012), 10 seconds (Leighty et
al., 2008, 2010), and 30 seconds (Leighty et al., 2009). These values show a fairly
consistent trend towards shorter sampling intervals in more recent studies, which may
reflect improvements in GPS system and device performance.

IV. Data Screening
Armed with an adequate knowledge of GPS operation, error sources, and system
improvements, researchers can strategically apply a variety of data filters to further
improve the accuracy of their final dataset. At the same time, researchers must be aware
that the data screening process could lead to significant reductions of data and a
subsequent introduction of bias into the dataset (Lewis et al., 2007). Thus, with each data
screen, researchers must evaluate the trade-offs between eliminating inaccurate locations
and retaining the maximum amount of location data (Lewis et al., 2007).

Roving and stationary error
Despite the benefits of system updates, dGPS, and thoughtful study design,
researchers will still encounter error in their GPS data. This residual error can be
categorized as either roving error (occurs when an animal is moving) or stationary error
(occurs when an animal is inactive). For researchers interested in measuring animal
travel distances, roving error is of much less concern. This is because estimations of
distance traveled are most sensitive to the cumulative errors between observations, and
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less sensitive to the measured error of any single observation (Palmer, 2008). For
example, if an animal walks along a straight wall for 100 meters, and multipath effects
cause the receiver to record a string of data point as 2m East of the true location, the
cumulative distance walked will remain accurate at 100 m, despite the location error. Of
course, if the errors are random in their distribution, error could accumulate. However,
roving errors lead to both overestimations and underestimations of actual travel distances
(Ganskopp & Johnson, 2007). Thus, in the long run, these series of errors will likely
approximate zero, as long as movements exceed normal position error (Ganskopp &
Johnson, 2007).
On the other hand, stationary error can be quite problematic for researchers
interested in quantifying distance traveled. If a stationary GPS device has even a small
amount of randomly distributed error, any fix containing error will only ever
overestimate travel distance, without the opportunity to average out over time. These
errors can accumulate rapidly, especially if the location errors are large, and/or or the
sampling interval is high. In response, researchers have found a number of ways to
screen their data to minimize the effects of stationary error.
One technique researchers use to screen stationary error begins with identifying
species-specific (or individual-specific) bouts of rest. Once identified, resting bouts
might be excluded, or treated differently, during subsequent data analyses (Frair et al.,
2010). This is especially important for researchers studying species with long, sustained
rest periods, especially those that rest in locations with satellite interference (as this will
further compromise location accuracy). Perhaps the simplest application of this
screening technique is to deactivate the GPS receiver during assumed resting hours. This
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method was used successfully in a study of the common brushtail possum (Trichosurus
vulpecula) (Dennis & Shah, 2012). The authors knew that the possums usually emerge
from den shortly after sunset, remain outside throughout the night - depending on weather
- and cease activity just before dawn. The authors also had information on differences in
active hours based on sex and season. Applying this data screening technique not only
helped minimize stationary bias, it also conserved battery life, which allowed for a
prolonged period of collar attachment (Dennis & Shah, 2012).
A more advanced solution for avoiding stationary error requires the integration of
GPS devices and accelerometers. Accelerometers measure g-force and degree of tilt;
they are widely-used to measure animal behavior, including the resting postures of cattle
(Ito et al., 2009) and zoo elephants (Chapter Four). Brown et al. (2012) created a custom
system to track northern tamanduas anteaters (Tamandua mexicana) and fisher (Martes
pennanti) on a dynamic GPS schedule that was linked to the activity level of the animal
as reported by the accelerometer. This allowed them to remove not only data that was
collected during prolonged rest periods, but any periods of inactivity. When compared to
traditional GPS receivers, their “accelerometer-informed” receivers achieved higher fix
rates, spent less time searching for satellites, and had fewer redundant location attempts
during inactivity, all while preserving battery life. On the other hand, this method has the
potential to confuse inactivity with fine-scale foraging behavior, depending on typical
species movement patterns and device accuracy (Frair et al., 2010). Despite these
limitations, a variety of devices that allow joint recording and integration of position and
activity are now on the market (Moreau et al., 2009).
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There are two other methods - unique to zoos and other captive environments - by
which researchers may be able to mitigate roving and stationary error. First, screening
data points that occur while animals are indoors or in obstructed errors will remove fixes
that are susceptible to multipath signals. This is especially beneficial for animals that are
rotated between indoor and outdoor areas, such as elephants. During the Elephant
Welfare Project, we requested that animal care staff record the times during which GPSoutfitted elephants were confined indoors; we then eliminated any fixes during this period
from the dataset. In addition, we mapped the data using AcrMap software (v. 10.1,
Environmental Systems Research Institute, California, USA) and used the clip function to
remove any remaining data from indoor areas. By combining these two steps, we
ensured that we removed all indoor data points, including those that occurred when
elephants with mixed indoor/outdoor access chose to go inside. Building off the spatial
review using ArcMap, the second unique data screening process zoo researchers may
wish to undertake is an evaluation of points that fall outside of the exhibit boundaries.
Regardless of whether the animal was stationary or roving, these points are clearly
inaccurate; however, there are advantages and disadvantages to screening these points.
Consider, for example, that these fixes may simply be the result of elephants standing
near the exhibit border, or walking along the exhibit wall, and as such, the points falling
outside of the exhibit boundary are not inherently any different than points falling further
inside of the exhibit boundary. By removing only the out of exhibit points, distance
traveled may be underestimated, and the researcher may be introducing bias by removing
the opportunity for roving errors to average out, as discussed previously. On the other
hand, failing to screen fixes that are clearly inaccurate makes little intuitive sense. Zoo
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researchers faced with this dilemma may gain some insight by evaluating the effect of
keeping or removing the points before making a decision. In the Elephant Welfare
Project we elected to remove these points from the dataset after an analysis suggested that
distance walked would only decrease a few percentage points. This decision also aligned
with our efforts to be conservative and make choices that would underestimate, rather
than overestimate, distance walked.

Upper and lower fences
Upper and lower fences remove travel distances that are impossibly large or small
based on pre-existing knowledge of species-specific behavior. Removing impossibly
large travel distances, that is, distances that exceed the possible range of a study animal,
has historically been a highly recommended screening procedure (D’Eon et al., 2002).
However, improvements to GPS system performance and the relatively open nature of
some zoo exhibits may make this process less relevant for zoo researchers. During the
Elephant Welfare Project, we decided to apply an upper fence so that large and
unexpected errors caused by multipath signals or available sky constraints would not lead
to a gross overestimation of distance walked. Applying the upper fence required that we
know how far an elephant could travel in five seconds (the time between two consecutive
fixes). According to Hutchinson et al. (2006), elephants have near-maximal speeds of 6.8
m/s; however, anecdotal evidence indicated they elephants can move at much higher
speeds. We then executed a series of tests using a radar gun and found that zoo elephants
do, in fact, travel at speeds of nearly 10 m/s in specific contexts, such as when they are
given access to a yard full of scattered food. Thus, we set an upper fence to remove any
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distance over 50 m that occurred between two consecutive fixes. Surprisingly, we found
no values that reached that limit. This may be because the test elephants moved at the
upper range of zoo elephant speed, or it may reflect improvements in GPS performance
such that sudden, abnormally large errors are rare.
Researchers can also remove distances that are impossibly small, although the
application of this data screening process is less clear. A lower fence was considered
during the Elephant Welfare Project, based on the results of an elephant kinematic study
by Hutchinson et al. (2006) that evaluated over 2400 elephant strides and found that
stride length ranges from 0.67 to 4.4 meters. This conclusion could support the argument
a lower fence of 0.67 m, with the assumption that an elephant is either stationary or has
taken at least one stride; anything in-between 0 m and 0.67 m would therefore have to be
attributed to GPS location error. However, a distance in-between 0 m and 0.67 m could
arise if the device recorded a new fix at the beginning or completion of a stride. To avoid
this complication, researchers can establish a lower fence using a stationary test. Miller
et al. (2012) collected data from a stationary GPS device at 5 second intervals for 24
hours, and calculated a mean location error of 0.0087 m (range 0 - 0.4657 m) across all
data points. In this case, a value of 0.0087 m could then be used as a lower fence, but
0.0087 m is likely below the precision of the GPS device. Instead, it could be argued that
because the lower fence would only apply to non-zero (erroneous) values, the mean
location error should have been calculated using only non-zero values, leading to a higher
and perhaps more useful lower fence value.
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Fix information
By far the most straightforward data screening process is to filter data points
based on information provided with each coordinate fix. Fix information includes not
only the latitude/longitude and timestamp, but also the number of satellites used in the
fix, the geometry of those satellites, and whether differential correction was applied to the
data (devices can be programmed to record additional data). In this section we will
address how this fix information can be applied to improve GPS data accuracy. For
illustrative purposes, data from the Elephant Welfare Project’s GPS study will be
presented. The study included 100 elephants at 50 zoos, and after removing indoor and
out of exhibit data points, resulted in 4,038,196 fixes available for data screening based
on fix information (Table 2.2). A summary of the data screening results is imperative for
researchers seeking to better understand their data and the performance of their GPS
device.
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Table 2.2: Frequency and distribution of GPS fixes collected and screened during the Elephant
Welfare Project.
Frequency
Total

All Fixes

4038196

Enabled

4025240

WAAS
Unavailable

NSAT

HDOP

Total

12956a

0

126b

1

87b

2

274b

3

3533b

4

11889

5

29399

6

97966

7

401539

8

1374666

9

1154811

10

674099

11

240099

12

46310

13

3290

14

108

<1

2381055

1 to <2

1614920

2 to <3

28696c

3 to <4

6351c

4 to <5

2122c

5 to <3

909c

6 to <3

721c

7 to <3

629c

8 to <3

347c

9 to <3

307c

10+

2139c

Screened Fixes

59197

% Screened

0.32%

0.10%

1.05%

1.47%
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a

Removed due to screening of points with unavailable WAAS
Removed due to screening of points with NSAT < 4
c
Removed due to screening of points with HDOP ≥ 2
b

The accuracy of a GPS dataset can be easily improved by removing fixes that
were unable to apply differential correction via WAAS or another dGPS system. As
stated previously, most consumer GPS receivers on the market today are able to receive
and apply correctional data from WAAS in real time, however, WAAS signals are low
power and may have difficulty penetrating canopy. In our experience, WAAS signals are
readily available in zoo elephant exhibits, perhaps due to the minimal canopy cover found
in these exhibits. Of the four million coordinate fixes we analyzed, less than thirteen
thousand were screened due to WAAS unavailability (Table 2.2).
The number of satellites (abbreviated NSAT or SV [space vehicles]) used to make
a fix is also important, as more satellites usually improves accuracy (Bolstad, 2012) (Fig.
2.3). The proper functioning of a GPS receiver requires signals from at least four
satellites (Kleusberg & Langley, 1990) (although three satellites are technically sufficient
to calculate latitude, longitude, and altitude, a fourth satellite is needed to correct for the
unsynchronized time between the satellite clock and receiver clock [Kaplan, 2006]).
Early animal tracking studies in forests were severely impacted by low satellite
availability, which necessitated labor-intensive techniques to preserve as much data as
possible. During a study of moose movement using GPS, 25% of fixes used only three
satellites (Moen et al., 1997). The authors were able to “save” this data by estimating the
altitude of their field site and using that to replace one of the unknown variables in their
location calculations, thereby determining an accurate fix with only three satellites.
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However, this introduced a new potential error source: as the moose traveled across the
habitat and changed altitudes, the accuracy of the fixes decreased accordingly (Moen et
al., 1997). In addition, the maximum observed NSAT was six, although it is unknown
whether this was due to forest canopy, satellite orbits, or the number of channels on the
device able to simultaneously track satellites. In the Elephant Welfare Project, NSAT
values ranged from 0 to 14 (Table 2.2); our overall mean NSAT was 8.66. We screened
4,020 fixes that did not meet our requirement of NSAT ≥ 4. Previous studies of zoo
elephant movement have not reported any screening via NSAT (Leighty et al., 2008,
2009, 2010; Rothwell et al., 2011; Soulsby, 2013), except Miller et al. (2012) which
required NSAT ≥ 6.

Figure 2.3: A simplified depiction of location accuracy with a few satellites (A) and many satellites
(B). The blue square in (A) depicts location uncertainty; the additional satellites in (B) have reduced this
uncertainty to the black dot. In practice, fixes require a minimum of four satellites, and may use as many as
fourteen satellites (or more), with accuracy increasing as more satellites are available.

Intimately linked with NSAT values are dilution of precision (DOP) values,
which measure the geometrical arrangement of the satellites observed by the receiver
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(Milbert, 2009). DOP is so named because an otherwise precisely operating system can
be “diluted” by poor satellite geometry. When satellites are widely spaced in the sky, the
sharp angles at which their signals intersect create a smaller area of uncertainty and a
more accurate position fix; these fixes are assigned a low DOP value. When satellites are
clustered more closely together - due to reduced available sky, for example - their signals
overlap over broad areas, increasing uncertainty and resulting in fixes with a high DOP
value (Bolstad, 2012) (Fig. 2.4). In general, field tests have verified this relationship
between increasing spatial precision and decreasing DOP values (Langley, 1999; Lewis
et al., 2007; Moen et al., 1996). As a side note, readers should know that there are
different types of DOP values, the most commonly used being positional (PDOP),
horizontal (HDOP), and vertical (VDOP) (Bolstad, 2012). In general, researchers
tracking animal movement will only be interested in the horizontal plane, although a
study involving measures of elevation or altitude would also need to include
considerations of VDOP or PDOP (which is computed using both HDOP and VDOP).
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Figure 2.4: A simplified depiction of location accuracy with low DOP (A) and high DOP (B). The
blue square in (A) depicts location uncertainty from satellites that are spread out in the sky. The blue
square in (B) is a larger area than in (A), indicating the increased location uncertainty from satellites that
are clustered in the sky. In practice, fixes require a minimum of four satellites, and may use as many as
fourteen satellites (or more), with accuracy increasing as more satellites are available.

As with many data screening decisions, the appropriate screening value for DOP
will depend on the specific research application and limitations. A recent study using
lightweight GPS tags found that location error remains low and mostly constant up to
HDOP values of 4.8 (Recio et al., 2011). This value is close to those in the earliest GPS
animal tracking studies, which proposed eliminating fixes with HDOP > 4 (Moen et al.,
1997), >5 (Rempel & Rodgers, 1997) or > 6 (Moen et al., 1996). On the other hand,
numerous authors have warned that applying any rigorous DOP screen is risky, due to the
potential loss of large amounts of data, and the inconsistent relationship between location
error and DOP (D’Eon & Delparte, 2005; Lewis et al., 2007; Recio et al., 2011). Indeed,
data screening via DOP can result in the removal of accurate fixes (Recio et al., 2011), as
a high DOP value does not mean that the fix is inaccurate, but merely that the current
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satellite geometry could potentially result in a low accuracy fix. Once again the decision
is up to the researcher, who must examine their dataset and determine if the reduction in
dataset size can be accommodated and justified by the increase in location accuracy
(Recio et al., 2011). In our experience during the Elephant Welfare Project, we found
that the overwhelming majority of data points had HDOP values far below the cutoffs
proposed in previous studies. In fact, we found that only about 40,000 of the four million
fixes we analyzed had HDOP ≥ 2 (Table 2.2). Despite HDOP resulting in the largest
removal of data during this part of the screening process, we were surprised to find that
only about 1% of fixes had poor HDOP values. We assumed the GPS devices would
experience severely reduced available sky and multipath signals when elephants were
wallowing, lying down, and straddling walls, shade structures and rock formations. The
openness of elephant exhibits may have again promoted satellite connectivity; whether or
not the GPS devices would perform at the same level in other animal exhibits is currently
unknown.

V. Effects of device attachment
GPS studies often operate under the assumption that animal subjects will exhibit
normal behavior after capture, handling, and device attachment, or, that subsequent
behavioral changes are not relevant to the focus of their study (Murray & Fowler, 2000;
Northrup et al., 2014). In many cases this may be true, yet if this assumption is violated,
it may lead to biased results (Dechen-Quinn et al., 2012). In some species, capture,
handling, and marking can cause indirect effects on survival (e.g., predation, starvation,
and disease) (Murray & Fowler, 2000), and in the most severe cases may cause injury
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and mortality (Dechen-Quinn et al., 2012). Additionally, animal subjects may experience
more subtle behavioral effects, as will be discussed below. While the zoo environment
protects zoo animals from some of the more severe effects of device attachment, zoo
researchers must be vigilant to the subtle behavioral effects and the potential impact on
their research conclusions.
Researchers using devices to study animal behavior in zoo animals have many
advantages over their counterparts studying animals in the wild. Training programs
facilitate device attachment and removal, thereby improving animal and staff safety, and
minimizing handling stress. The health and welfare of zoo animals are closely
monitored, and intervention, if necessary, is much more easily facilitated in a captive
setting than in the field. However, researchers in the zoo and in the field must both
remain vigilant to subtle behavioral effects of device attachment. This is especially true
when the scale of investigation is more refined, as the relative effect of instrumentation
on behavior is likely to increase (Brooks et al., 2008). Few studies have evaluated the
impact of device attachment on fine-scale, individual behaviors such as movement rate
(Dechen-Quinn et al., 2012), yet the data available indicate that behavioral effects should
be expected, at least in the short-term. For example, a study of roe deer (Odocoileus
hemionus) equipped with GPS collars found pronounced differences in spatial behavior,
habitat use and activity level between the first 10 days post-capture and the next 40 days
(Morellett et al., 2009). White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) outfitted with collars
showed reduced movement rates for 14 days postcapture (Dechen-Quinn et al., 2012).
Collared common brushtail possums (Trichosurus vulpecula) had greatly diminished
activity and movement rates the first night immediately post-capture; effects for some
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measures persisted for at least 4 days (Dennis & Shah, 2012). Ursids also show effects:
black bears (Ursus americanus) and grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) outfitted with collars
and captured multiple times during a long-term study showed reduced movement rates
for 3-6 weeks post-capture (Cattet et al., 2008), while polar bear (Ursus maritimus)
capture and telemetry data from over 40 years shows their activity and movement rates
were affected by capture but returned to normal more quickly, within five days postcapture (Rode et al., 2014). Taken as a whole, these results suggest animal behavior,
including fine-scale measures of movement, can be affected by capture, handling, and
device attachment. Although it is likely that much of these effects are due to the stress
associated with capture and handling (Dennis & Shah, 2012), researchers must also
consider the possible effects of device weight, fit, and novelty.
Perhaps the most oft-discussed topic in animal device attachment is device
weight. Historically, researchers have used a “rule of thumb” stating that any attachment
should not exceed 3% (or 5%) of the body mass (Macdonald, 1978). More recently,
researchers have pointed out that little evidence exists for a biological basis or objective
criteria for this rule (Brooks et al., 2008; Casper, 2009), and a more species-specific and
holistic approach is required. In general, researchers continue faithfully reporting the
weights of their devices and attachments, and allow the reader to determine whether or
not they anticipate any behavioral effects. Rarely do researchers test device weight
effects on animal movement, however a study comparing the effect of two GPS collars of
different weights on the rate of travel of plains zebra (Equus burchelli antiquorum) found
that a slightly heavier collar (0.6% of total body mass) reduced rate of travel by more
than half when foraging, compared with a lighter collar (0.4% of mass) (Brooks et al.,
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2008). Thus, it is recommended that at a minimum, researchers attaching devices to
animals reports the total weight of the attachment, as has been done even with zoo
elephants (Horback et al., 2012; Leighty et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Rothwell et al., 2011;
but failed to report in Miller et al., 2012; Soulsby, 2013).
The aforementioned zebra study suggests GPS collar weight may affect
movement, but the authors also pointed out that the heavier collars appeared to fit poorly
(Brooks et al., 2008). Thus, researchers must also consider the shape, size, and
positioning of attachments (Wilson & Wilson, 1989). In some cases, a suitable fit may
require custom-made attachments for individual animals. For example, during a
radiotelemetry study of Resplendent Quetzals (Pharomachrus mocinno), researchers
sewed the subjects in to custom harnesses (Powell & Bjork 1995). In the Elephant
Welfare Project, we used a standard protocol to collect ankle-measurements from each
elephant that was to be outfitted with a GPS anklet. Using this data, we ordered custom
built anklets which were cut to different lengths to match the sizes and frequencies of
anklets in our population. We also provided zoos with two sizes of shackles to add or
remove anklet length as needed for proper fit. This allowed us to minimize costs (anklets
were shared between elephants over the course of the study) while still providing
flexibility in the fit. Finally, attachments must be properly shaped and positioned to
reduce changes of entanglement, irritation, or constriction (Murray & Fowler, 2000). In
previous studies, attachments have become snagged in vegetation, animals have become
entangled in loose collars and harnesses, and poorly-fitting devices have resulted in
chafing and feather loss (for a review, see Mech & Barber, 2002).
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Zoo researchers have a distinct advantage over wild animal researchers in that
they can desensitize their subjects to novel device attachments before beginning data
collection. Zoos regularly use this approach to minimize potential behavioral effects.
For example, a study of African zoo elephants wearing GPS collars included a structured
desensitization of the collars using positive reinforcement over several months before
data collection began (Horback et al., 2012). During the Elephant Welfare Project, we
provided each zoo with training protocols months in advance - to accustom their
elephants to the postures needed for device attachment, and we shipped anklets to the
zoos weeks in advance - to accustom their elephants to the novel smell and feel of
wearing the anklets. We also elected to use an anklet-based system for our study, rather
than a collar-based system as has been used in previous GPS studies of zoo elephants
(Leighty et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Rothwell et al., 2011). Anklets require less
desensitization time, and are also safer for animal care staff to attach and remove (Miller
et al., 2012). A final possible benefit of a comprehensive desensitization process is the
opportunity for non-focal animals to become accustomed to the focal animal’s device.
Social partners have been seen to manipulate the devices being worn by other animals in
some species (Glander, 1993; Horback et al., 2012). This type of interaction does not
necessarily indicate a significant change in social behaviors, however. A researcher
observing African zoo elephant behavior saw twelve instances of an elephant overtly
touching or grasping the GPS collar of another with its trunk, however, the rate of “social
body touch” was not significantly different from the average rate when the collars were
not worn (Horback et al., 2012). This study illustrates the importance of careful testing
and consideration of the behavioral effects of device attachment.
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Quantitative behavioral measurements should be used whenever possible to
ensure that no bias is introduced when attaching a research device to an animal (Murray
& Fowler, 2000). In a zoo setting, this would most likely be a comparison of pre- and
post-instrumentation behavior of focal individuals. For example, within a few years of
the first published report of GPS collar use on zoo elephants (Leighty et al., 2008),
researchers at one zoo had followed up with a study evaluating possible behavioral
effects, finding none (Horback et al., 2012). In some cases, a researcher may justify the
use of a given device by citing previous studies that have failed to detect effects in a
similar application. Locating evidence from previous studies can be difficult, however,
as ecological research articles have historically tended to overlook or fail to acknowledge
potential effects; this may also be a consequence of peer-reviewed journals being less
likely to publish research identifying a non-effect (Murray & Fowler, 2000). At the very
least, researchers applying GPS to a new (or unrelated) species should undertake tests
appropriate to the study design and outcomes (Murray & Fowler, 2000).
Finally, zoo researchers should reflect on the ethical issues surrounding animal
device attachment, including potential effects to animal health. Recently there has been a
call for scientists to better present the case for their research, and measure and report how
these activities affect animal health and welfare (McMahon et al., 2012). A number of
references are available on this topic (Casper, 2009; Wilson & McMahon, 2006). Zoos
should also continue ensuring that all invasive and noninvasive research follows
institutional guidelines including relevant protocols and IACUC review, where
applicable.
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Chapter Three: Using GPS to determine factors affecting daily walking distance in
African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana) and Asian elephants (Elephas maximus)
in zoos

I. Introduction
In both the zoological community and amongst the public there is an interest in
knowing the distances that zoo elephants walk. This interest is generally fueled by two
assumptions. One assumption is that elephants are highly motivated to walk long
distances and/or have an innate desire to express this part of their behavioral repertoire
(cite) . Wild elephants are unquestionably highly mobile species, walking between 5 and
10 km per day under non-extreme environmental conditions (Leighty et al., 2009), but in
some cases walking up to 27 km/day (Spinage, 1994) or more (Douglas-Hamilton,
1998). Yet whether elephants have any innate need or inclination for walking is not
known. On the one hand, it could be argued that elephants walk only as much as is
necessary to meet their biological needs. Indeed, elephant movement in the wild appears
to be affected by the distribution and availability of resources. Walking may increase as
elephants seek out fruiting events (Gadd, 2002), sodium (Weir, 1969, 1972), and green
vegetation (Loarie et al., 2009); movement may be restricted when bulls in musth remain
close to family units to maximize mating opportunities (Stokke & du Toit, 2002) and
family units congregate near permanent surface water (Stokke & du Toit, 2002).
Elephants appear to act in energetically conservative ways: they actively avoid slopes ,
for example (Feng & Zhang, 2005; Wall et al., 2006). On the other hand, walking
presumably facilitates exploration and information gathering. Information gathering is a
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unique behavior in that it doesn't satiate in the same way as many other behaviors do, and
it could be argued that exploration occurs when all other needs are met, and is a
pleasurable activity in itself (Boissy et al., 2007 ).
A second assumption maintaining the interest in zoo elephant walking is that
walking is a form of exercise, and as such it affects the health and welfare of zoo
elephants. If the associations between human health and physical activity (Weyerer &
Kupfer, 1994; Todd et al., 1992; Berger, 1996; Hassman et al., 2000; Motl et al., 2000;
Oweis & Spinks, 2001; Salmon, 2001; Ekelund et al., 2015) are any indication, elephants
may indeed benefit from walking. However, correlations between zoo elephant welfare
and walking per se are limited. In the largest multi-institutional study to date, Lewis et
al. (2010) collected survey data from 78 zoos and found that zoos providing their
elephants with more daily exercise have fewer incidents of foot pathology. Another
study found that elephants receiving at least 14 hours of staff-directed exercise per week
have a significantly reduced chance of being overweight or obese when compared to
elephants receiving only one hour of exercise per week (Morfeld et al., 2015). The
challenge in applying the results of these studies to the question at hand is that they only
measured keeper-facilitated exercise programs, so the welfare consequences of free
choice walking by zoo elephants are unknown.
Interest in zoo elephant walking has resulted in a number of scientific
assessments. The first study of walking in zoo elephants occurred at Disney’s Animal
Kingdom, where researchers quantified African savanna elephant (Loxodonta africana)
walking rates and evaluated associations between walking, social structure, and enclosure
size (Leighty et al., 2009). Follow-up studies at the San Diego Safari Park measured
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African elephant walking while assessing the performance of various data collection
devices (Rothwell et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2012). Walking in Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus) was also measured using video analysis at the Melbourne Zoo (Rowell, 2014).
While these studies provide insight into the available techniques for measuring walking,
they are insufficient to draw broad conclusions about walking in zoo elephant populations
due to their limited sample sizes, differing technology, and sampling periods that ranged
from daytime-only to a full 24 hours.
Our goal was to build upon prior studies by quantifying distance walked within a
broad population of both species of zoo elephants using a standardized methodology. A
second objective was to determine the potential effects of a variety of housing, social,
management, and demographic factors on distance walked. Finally, we sought to test for
associations between distance walked and two established welfare metrics: foot health
and joint health. We hypothesized that the factors most closely associated with walking
would be the amount of space in which the elephants were housed, herd size, and
enrichment program; we also hypothesized that walking would be correlated with foot
health and joint health. Our study is the first large-scale multi-species investigation of
zoo elephant walking and was as a component of the Using Science to Understand Zoo
Elephant Welfare project, a multi-institutional collaborative effort to produce scientific
data that will support decision making with regard to best practices in elephant
management (Carlstead et al., 2013 ).

II. Methods
Ethics statement
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This study was authorized by the management at each participating zoo and,
where applicable, was reviewed and approved by zoo research or IACUC committees.
Our study was non-invasive.

Subjects and facilities
Zoos that were accredited members of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums in
2012 were eligible for participation in this study provided that they managed only
African or Asian elephants in a non-mixed species herd, and their herd included at least
two adult female elephants who were not pregnant or experiencing severe illness or
injury. A total of 49 zoos participated in the study; see acknowledgments for full list of
participants. We used simplified random sampling to select two adult females (age ≥ 12
years) as subjects from each zoo; however, 26 zoos only had two eligible subjects so
there was no randomization. In one case there were four subjects from one zoo; this zoo
housed African and Asian elephants in separate exhibits. Three subjects were removed
from the dataset prior to analysis because they were transferred between zoos or died
during the 2012 study year.

Data collection
All data were collected between May 2012 and November 2012. We used
historical weather data (NOAA, 2011) to select a one month data collection period at
each location that minimized inter-zoo variation in predicted daily maximum temperature
(range: 22.3 C to 34.1 C). We instructed zoos to collect five non-consecutive days of
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data (24 hours/day) from each subject within a one-month timeframe. Zoos could collect
data from both subjects on the same day, or use an alternating schedule.
Leather anklets (Excelsior Leather, California, USA) were used to collect data
following other successful studies (Miller et al, 2012; Rothwell et al., 2011) (Fig. 3.1).
The anklets were custom-fit to elephants using measurements provided by participating
zoos. The ends of the anklets had D-rings to which shackles and brummel hooks were
attached. A pouch attached to each anklet contained a waterproof case (OtterBox Drybox
OTR3-1000S, OtterBox, Colorado, USA) inside of which was a BT-Q1000XT GPS
Travel Recorder (QStarz International Co., Taipei, Taiwan) and an accelerometer used to
collect data for a related study (Chapter Four). The total weight of the unit was
approximately 1.2 kg depending on the anklet size and number of shackles used. We
shipped the anklets to the zoos and elephant care staff attached the anklets to one of the
front legs of each subject; this leaves the anklet vulnerable to manipulation by the
elephants’ trunk, but the shape of the back ankle risks the anklet slipping off the leg.
Most studies of zoo elephant movement have used collars to attach GPS devices (Leighty
et al., 2008, 2009, 2010, ; Rothwell et al., 2011; Soulsby, 2013; Hacker et al., 2015);
anklets were preferred for our multi-institutional study because they require less training
to use and are safer for zoo staff to place on the elephants.
We programmed the GPS units to record data points at five second intervals.
Each data point includes the date, time, latitude, longitude, and two estimates of location
quality: the number of satellites used (NSAT) and the geometry of satellites used (HDOP:
horizontal dilution of precision; Langley, 1999) in each location estimate (Chapter Two).
The device also received real-time positional corrections to improve accuracy via wide
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area augmentation system (WAAS; [Chapter Two; Witte & Wilson, 2005]). Finally, we
requested that zoos place anklets in an exposed outdoor area fifteen minutes prior to data
collection to provide sufficient time for the device to download satellite constellation
information.

Figure 3.1: Asian zoo elephant wearing an anklet. Photo credit: Michael Durham/Oregon Zoo.

Data processing
Of the 49 original participating zoos, 40 zoos successfully collected data from 72
elephants. We downloaded the data using QTravel software (v 1.41, QStarz International
Co.) and exported it into Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Washington, USA).
We removed data points that were known to have occurred while the elephant was
housed indoors by using detailed reports on indoor/outdoor access provided by the zoos.
We then mapped the data using ArcMap (v. 10.1, Environmental Systems Research
Institute, California, USA) and used the clip function to remove any remaining data from
indoor areas. We also clipped any data that fell outside of exhibit boundaries; in one test
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case we found that these data had a minimal effect (3%) on distance traveled, but clipping
the data ensures we underestimate rather than overestimate the distance. We then used a
series of macros to screen out data points that failed to meet any of the following
requirements: NSAT ≥4, HDOP <2, WAAS-enabled (Chapter Two). Next, we calculated
the Euclidean distance between remaining consecutive data points. Finally, we summed
the distances for each day to calculate a daily distance traveled (km), and we averaged
these daily values to calculate mean daily walking distance (km/day) for each elephant.
The amount of valid, outdoor walking data collected from the elephants in our
study varied greatly. Thus, we applied additional exclusion criteria to ensure all
elephants proceeding to the analysis stage met a minimum standard. First, elephants
were required to have outdoor access for at least 20 hours; any 24 hour period that did not
meet this criterion was excluded. This helped minimize the potential effect of long bouts
of confinement indoors; post-inhibitory “rebound” behavior has caused increased
locomotor activity following confinement in some species (Jones & McGreevy, 2007).
Second, elephants were required to have a total of at least 60 minutes of valid data for
each one-hour period across all days of data collection (except for the 0-4 hours they did
not have outdoor access). This allowed us to remove any bias due to elephants that were
consistently missing data from the same time periods each day. Finally, any elephants
with less than 3 days of data remaining were excluded from analysis. A total of 16
elephants were removed during data processing; our final dataset included 56 elephants
from 30 zoos.
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Independent variables
Independent variables were selected based on hypotheses regarding their potential
association with distance walked. Definitions for the variables selected for testing in this
study are described in Table 3.1. Details on the collection and calculation of independent
variables are presented by Meehan et al. (2015), Prado-Oviedo et al. (2015), Greco et al.
(2015), Miller et al. (2015). Collection and calculation of recumbence variable is
presented in Chapter Four.
We checked all continuous independent variables for outliers and removed any
values that were greater than three standard deviations away from the mean. We adjusted
some variables from continuous to binary because of zero-values for a high number of
subjects within the sub-population of elephants in our study. Adjusted variables included
two space variables (space experience in/out choice and percent time in/out choice), two
flooring variables (percent time hard substrate and percent time soft substrate) and two
social variables (percent time housed separately and percent time juveniles).
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Table 3.1: Definitions of independent variables tested for correlation with distance walked.
Variable
Age
Species
Origin
Space Experience
Total
Indoor
In/Out Choice
Outdoor
Percent Time
Soft Substrate
Hard Substrate
Housed Separately
Juveniles (<7 years old)
Social Experience
Animal Contact
Social Group Contact
Foot Physical Exam Score
Musculoskeletal Physical Exam Score
Recumbence
Herd Size
Temperature
Enrichment Program
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Enrichment Diversity
Exercise Diversity
Feed Diversity
Feeding Predictability
Feed Total
Spread

Description
Age of elephant (years)
African savanna or Asian
Captive or wild born
Average size of the environment an elephant spends time in weighted by the amount of
time spent in that environment
For all environment types
For indoor environments only
For environments where there is a choice of indoors or outdoors
For outdoor environments only
Sum of monthly percent time spent in category, averaged over time period
Time spent in environment with 100% grass, sand, or rubber substrate
Time spent in environment with 100% concrete or stone aggregate substrate
Time spent housed in a social group of one
Time spent in social groups where an elephant 7 years or younger was present
Average size of a social group an elephant spends time with weighted by the amount
of time spent in that social group
Maximum number of unique elephants focal animal is in contact with
Maximum number of unique social groups focal animal is part of
Score of 0-12 indicating abnormalities on nails, pads, and interdigital space on any foot
Score of 0-3 indicating range of motion or joint abnormalities from physical exam
Hours recumbent per day, averaged over all days of data collection
Total number of elephants at zoo
Average daily temperature at zoo, averaged over all days of data collection
Standardized factor score created using a polychoric PCA to examine the frequency of
use of the different components of an enrichment program
Shannon diversity index score of enrichment activities types/frequencies conducted at zoo
Shannon diversity index score of exercise types and frequencies conducted at zoo
Shannon diversity index score of feeding types and frequencies conducted at zoo
The predictability of feeding times (1=predictable, 2=semi-predictable, 3=unpredictable)
Sum of the number of feedings during the day and number of feedings during the night
Relative frequency of the percentage of time food was spread vs. all feeding techniques
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Statistical analysis
Univariate analyses were conducted on all independent variables of interest across
all subjects. Variables with a significance level of P < 0.15 were tested for possible
confounding effects of age, species, and origin, and were allowed to continue in the
hierarchical model building process. Multivariate models were then fit using generalized
estimating equations (GEE), which allows for repeated measurement and clustering of
individual animals within zoos. At the multivariate stage, only variables with a
significant level of P < 0.05 were included. Models were built by assessing individual
predictors and conducting hierarchical selection based on quasi-likelihood under the
independence model criterion (QIC) values and parameter estimates of explanatory
variables. Models exhibiting multi-collinearity, as defined by a variance inflation factor
(VIF) of greater than 10 and a Condition Index (CI) of greater than 30, were not
considered for further analysis. The African elephant model used an autoregressive
correlation matrix type, while the Asian elephant model specified an independent
correlation structure. Statistical analyses were conducted by using SAS software, version
9.3 [PROC GENMOD, with options REPEATED, CORR=IND or AR, and DIST=
NORMAL; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC].

III. Results
Summary of walking data
Our final dataset included a total of 259 days of data, collected between May 7,
2012 and November 1, 2012. For the majority of elephants (n = 43) five days of data
were collected, but in some cases the data were limited to four days (n = 5) or three days
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(n = 8). Our final dataset included 56 elephants at 30 zoos, including 33 African
elephants (58.9%) and 23 Asian elephants (41.1%) (Fig. 3.2). The mean age of African
elephants was 33.2 years (range = 20 to 52); the mean age of Asian elephants was 40.39
years (range = 16 to 61).
Mean daily walking distance for all elephants was 5.34 km/day. African
elephants walked an average of 5.40 km/day and Asian elephants walked an average of
5.26 km/day; there was no significant difference between the species (P = 0.831) (Table
3.2). There was a large amount of individual variation in distance walked (SD = 2.45

Mean Daily Walking Distance (km/day)

km/day) (Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Mean daily walking distance in African and Asian zoo elephants.
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Table 3.2: Summary of walking data for African and Asian zoo elephants. A t-test was used to test for
a difference in the means between species (*P < 0.05).

Mean Daily Walking
Distance (km/day)

Mean
Min.
Max.
S.D.

Combined African
Asian
(n = 56) (n = 33) (n = 23)
5.34
5.40
5.26
1.21
2.20
1.21
17.26
9.71
17.26
2.45
1.53
3.40

P
0.831

Univariate analyses
We evaluated a variety of demographic, housing, social, and management factors
as predictors of distance walked (Table 3.1). Significant univariate correlations were
observed between distance walked and a number of variables (Table 3.3). Distance
walked was negatively correlated with age and percent time hard substrate overall.
Distance walked was positively correlated with a number of space experience variables,
including total overall and night; indoor overall, day, and night; and outdoor overall,
day, and night. Distance walked was also positively correlated with herd size; animal
contact overall, day, and night; social group contact; enrichment diversity; enrichment
program; and feed diversity. Binary variables that were positively correlated with
distance walked included space experience in/out choice day; percent time soft substrate
overall and night; and percent time juveniles overall, day, and night. The categorical
variable feeding predictability was significant in one category. Distance walked was
correlated with origin, however, the small sample size in the significant category
precluded any meaningful interpretation of the results. Finally, the variable
musculoskeletal physical exam score included categories with both negative and positive
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correlations with distance walked. The population level descriptive statistics for the
significant univariate analyses are shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Univariate correlations between mean daily walking distance and independent variables (*P < 0.05).

Variables
Demographics
Age
Origin

+/-

Species
-

Flooring
Percent Time Hard Substrate

56
50
6
33
23

-0.0835

0.037

*

ref=Captive
Wild
ref=African
Asian

1.3249

0.0499

*

-0.1443

0.875

0.0076
0.7247
0.0077

0.128
0.008
0.095

ref= None

54
54
54
19

Any

37

0.8673

0.2764

ref= None

24

-

Any

32

+

ref= None
Any

33
23

Percent Time Soft Substrate
Social
Herd Size
Animal Contact
Social Experience
Social Group Contact
Percent Time Juveniles (age <7)

n

+
+
+
+

Overall
Beta

Reference

+

Space
Space Experience Total (500 ft2)
Space Experience Indoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Outdoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience In/Out Choice (500 ft2)

b

P

n

*
*
*

-1.3682

0.086

n

54
54
56
29

0.0045
0.3896
0.0053

0.312
0.026
0.131

*
*

54
54
54
21

27

1.2546

0.1035

*

35

*

28
36
20

54
54

0.107

*

0.4901
0.6875
0.6579
0.4143

0.144
0.086
0.208
0.060

*
*

+

ref= None
Any
ref= None

54
54
54
54
47
9
28

3.1369

0.009

-

Any

28

0.5635

0.453

Percent Time Housed Separately

P

28

1.4220

+
+
+

Day a
Beta

Night a
Beta

P

0.0077
0.7625
0.0104

0.093
0.005
0.006

0.2531

0.7977

0.5986

0.452

*
*
*

27
0.8872

0.240

29

1.3825

0.165

39
17

1.8114

0.097

*

0.6875
0.4097

0.086
0.290

54
54

0.6258
0.8805

0.135
0.176

*

47
9
33

3.1369

0.009

*

23

0.5888

0.443

*

*
*

47
9
38

3.1369

0.009

18

0.8662

0.422

*
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Management
Enrichment Diversity
Enrichment Program
Exercise Diversity
Feed Diversity
Feeding Predictability

Spread
Feed Total
Other
Foot Physical Exam Score
Musculoskeletal Physical Exam Score

Temperature f
Recumbence

a
b

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ref=1
2
3

+

ref=0
1
2
3

50
50
50
50
13
24
13
50
48
51
29
12
5
1
56
55

3.8123
0.6860
0.8468
3.0855

0.071
0.066
0.250
0.096

0.8879
1.8638
-1.5861
0.1221

0.293
0.011
0.535
0.369

0.0464

0.750

-0.8614
-2.3579
1.1269
-0.1311
-0.1867

0.138
0.001
0.001
0.059
0.413

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*

Day and night are defined as the number of hours in a 24 hour period considered daytime or nighttime according to management schedule.
Hypothesized direction of relationship between mean daily walking distance and variable.
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Table 3.4: Independent variables that had a significant univariate correlation with mean daily walking distance. The sample size and mean age of
elephants used in the correlation is provided. Variable data, where applicable, provides context for the experience of the elephants included in the analysis.
Variable
Variable

Mgmt.

Age
Origin
Overall
Night
Overall
Day
Night
Overall
Day
Night
Day

Percent Time Hard Substrate

Overall

Percent Time Soft Substrate

Overall

Percent Time Soft Substrate

Night

Percent Time Juveniles

Overall, Day
Night
Overall
Overall, Day,
Night

47

37.8

-

-

-

-

-

>0%

9

27.4

13.25

31.04

0

100

0

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

n

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Median

36.14
54.52
46.48
1.86
1.87
1.95
71.48
83.97
52.69
44.03
12.19
19.94
33.62
3.44
1.98
1.69
2.78

10.44
46.47
47.98
1.49
1.95
1.61
57.79
75.85
58.99
35.87
8.95
16.40
17.39
1.70
1.45
1.24
2.18

16
12
2
0
0
0
13
13
0
6
1
0
15
2
0
0
1

61
228.19
227.42
4.72
7.45
5.15
245.27
296.92
244.04
113
32
50
67
8.00
6.00
5.00
10.00

34.5
33.62
29.18
1.77
1.48
1.61
44.15
52.32
36.44
32
7
18
29
3.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
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ref=0%

Reference
ref=Wild
Captive

Space Experience Total (500 ft2)
Space Experience Total (500 ft2)
Space Experience Indoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Indoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Indoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Outdoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Outdoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Outdoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience In/Out Choice (500 ft2)

Herd Size
Animal Contact
Animal Contact
Social Group Contact

56
50
6
54
54
54
54
54
54
56
54
29
27
24
32
33
23
39
17
54
54
54
54

Mean
Age
37.4
25.3
36.1
36.1
36.1
36.1
36.1
36.1
36.1
36.1
37.1
35.1
31.3
39.8
36.4
35.8
36.7
34.9
36.7
36.7
36.7
36.7
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Enrichment Diversity
Enrichment Program
Feed Diversity
Feeding Predictability

Musculoskeletal Physical Exam Score

ref=1
2
3
ref=0
1
2
3

50
50
50
13
24
13
29
12
5
1

35.4
35.4
35.4
32.8
39.2
31
34.1
37.8
45.8
45

2.88
0.26
1.37
-

0.17
0.89
0.27
-

3
-2
1
-

3.27
1.97
1.79
-

2.86
0.13
1.39
-
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Multivariate model
The distance walked multivariate model (Table 3.5) includes age, social group
contact, space experience total night, feeding diversity, and feeding schedule. The model
predicts that distance walked will decrease by 0.09 km/day for each additional year in age
(P = 0.014). In addition to being an independent variable, age confounds the variables
social group contact and feeding diversity; the variable species is included as a
confounder of age indicating that species is a factor that is both related to age and
distance walked and is included in the model to control for its potential effects.

The

model predicts that elephants will increase distance walked by 0.4219 km/day with every
additional social group (P < 0.001). Elephants are predicted to decrease their daily
walking distance by 0.023 km for every addition 500 ft2 of space experience at night.
Two feeding variables are included in the multivariate model. First, the model predicts
that elephants with more diverse feeding programs tend to have significantly higher
walking distances (P = 0.027). Secondly, the model states that distance walked is not
significantly different between elephants with predictable feeding schedules and semipredictable feeding schedules (P = 0.631), however, elephants with unpredictable feeding
schedules are predicted to walk 1.2855 km/day more than elephants with a predictable
feeding schedule (P = 0.044).
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Table 3.5: Mean daily walking distance multivariate model (*P < 0.05).

Parameter
Intercept
Age
Species: African
Species: Asian
Social Group Contact
Space Experience Total Night (500 ft2)
Feed Diversity
Feeding Predictability: Predictable
Feeding Predictability: SemiPredictable
Feeding Predictability: Unpredictable

4.01
-0.09
1.2956
0.4219
-0.023
2.7357
-

Standard
Error
1.917
0.037
0.644
0.100
0.009
1.233
-

-0.37

0.770

0.631

1.2855

0.639

0.044 *

Estimate

Pr > |Z|
0.036
0.014
0.044
<0.001
0.009
0.027
-

*

*
*
*

IV. Discussion
Summary of walking data
We found that, on average, African savanna and Asian zoo elephants walk nearly
six kilometers per day. Previous studies using GPS to measure walking in zoo elephants
differ in their methodologies but are generally comparable to our results. Eight adult
African savanna elephants at the San Diego Safari Park walked an average of 8.65 ± 0.64
km/day (Miller et al., 2012), while two members of the same herd walked an average of
6.04 km during trials that included an average of 14.84 hours of data (Rothwell et al.,
2011). Seven adult female African elephants at Disney’s Animal Kingdom walked an
average of 3.68 km between the hours of 08:00 and 17:00 (Leighty et al., 2009). A recent
study at the Melbourne Zoo used a grid overlay system and video analysis estimated five
Asian elephant adults walked 9.05 ± 0.61 km between 0600 and midnight (Rowell,
2014). As GPS technology and zoo methodologies continue to improve, we can expect
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more increased accuracy and more comprehensive results; however, studies of zoo
elephant walking show zoo elephants generally walk within the 5 to 10 km per day range
of wild elephants under non-extreme environmental conditions (Leighty et al., 2009).

Feeding
Elephants are large herbivores with high metabolic needs but a relatively
inefficient digestive system (Hatt & Clauss, 2006; Sukumar, 2003). To ingest the large
quantities of food they require, elephants spend the majority of their time feeding, both in
the wild (Spinage, 1994; Sukumar, 2003), and in zoos (Greco et al. 2015). African and
Asian zoo elephants spend 65.1% and 50.5% of their time feeding, respectively, with an
additional 1.4 - 1.5% of time spend feeding while walking (Greco et al. 2015). Based on
the unique feeding requirements of elephants, some have argued that zoos should strive to
replicate wild elephant feeding ecology by distributing food both temporally and
spatially, and by adding complexity and processing time to feeding (Veasey, 2006). In
general, our results support this assertion, as we found that using unscheduled feeding
times and more diverse feedings predict increased walking in zoo elephants.
One possible explanation for the effect of feeding on walking distance is that
more dynamic feeding regimens lead to an increase in exploratory behavior. Exploratory
behavior is considered an indicator of positive welfare (Young, 2003), and includes both
inquisitive exploration - in which an animal actively seeks change or novel stimuli, and
inspective exploration - in which an animal responds to an environmental change
(Berlyne, 1960; Boissy, 2007; Whitham & Wielebnowski, 2013). Shepherdson et al.
(1993) found that leopard cats switched to an unpredictable temporal feeding schedule
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with food items hidden throughout the enclosure increased their exploratory behavior. In
this study the relative effects of temporal and spatial predictability are confounded, and as
we did not test spatial predictability directly in our study, it may be an unmeasured factor
that also affected walking.
Zoos seeking to initiate a more dynamic feeding system should consider a few
factors first. The exhibit must provide sufficient opportunities for the elephants to
actually execute exploratory and foraging behaviors, as the inability to respond
appropriately to stimuli may mean that motivation to perform these behaviors may not be
reduced, resulting in welfare problems (Hughes & Duncan, 1988); and ideally, empower
the animals and return some control to them by integrating behaviorally-contingent
feeding opportunities into the system (e.g., species-specific foraging styles in ursids
[Carlstead et al., 1991]; fishing behaviors in cats [Shepherdson et al., 1993]). Zoos may
also wish to use a unique and reliable signal prior to unscheduled feedings. Not only
might this provide the beneficial effects of anticipatory behavior (e.g., salivating)
preceding the consummatory act (Boissy et al., 2007); a signal may minimize the
negative consequences (e.g., frustration, aggression) that may arise from animals
mistaking false signals for the impending arrival of food (Bassett & Buchanan-Smith,
2007).

Social
We did not find any evidence to support our hypothesis that herd size would lead
to an increase in walking. However, exposure to more social groupings is associated with
walking. This effect is difficult to interpret due to the complexities of elephant sociality,
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but a larger number of social groups could better replicate the natural social conditions of
wild elephants. African elephants exhibit fission-fusion societies in which core social
groups temporarily divide and reunite over the course of hours or days, or may fuse with
other social groups to form much larger social units (Archie et al., 2006; Moss, 2011;
Sukumar, 2003; Wittemyer et al., 2005). Asian elephants associations have also been
characterized as fission-fusion, and Asian elephant females are said to “shuffle amongst a
subset of preferred companions” (De Silva et al., 2011). Admittedly it is difficult to
apply this finding in a meaningful way in zoos, but at a minimum it highlights the
importance of continued consideration of social systems and how the zoo environment
can adequately provide appropriate social lives to improve animal activity and welfare.

Space
Contrary to our original hypothesis, we found that increased space experience at
night is negatively correlated with distance walked. One possible explanation is that
because elephants with more nighttime space spend more time resting (Chapter Four)
they have less time to engage in walking; however, that would suggest a correlation
between distance walked and recumbence which we did not find. Regardless of possible
explanations, our results do not necessitate decreased space experience to encourage
walking in zoo elephants. On the contrary, large spaces are a prerequisite for any number
of factors affecting walking distance, including increased social complexity, diverse
feeding strategies, and more room to roam when engaged in forage searching behaviors
(Veasey, 2006). By this measure, our results support the notion that the quality and
complexity of the space are important for the welfare of zoo animals (Hosey et al., 2013),
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including elephants (Hutchins, 2006; Shepherdson, 1999; Veasey, 2006), and zoos
interested in increasing walking in their elephants need not rely solely on larger exhibits.
A holistic approach to elephant welfare dictates that we must also consider the
established benefits of increased space experience, including a decrease in stereotypical
behavior (Greco et al., 2015), an increase in recumbent rest behavior (Chapter Four), and
an increase in the chance of regular ovarian cyclicity (in Asian elephants) (Brown et al.,
2015).

Welfare measures
Measuring walking distance and associated factors in zoo elephants provides
some interesting data. However, for zoos interested in finding new ways to improve the
welfare of their animals, the question of whether walking is correlated with established
measures of welfare is the primary concern. Walking has been proposed as a biologically
meaningful metric for measuring the success of elephant programs in achieving improved
welfare standards (Hutchins, 2006), but our results provide no strong evidence to suggest
that walking is tied to two established measures of welfare - foot health and joint health.
One possible explanation is that the sample size and range of measures presented in this
population were too limited to identify correlations.

Limitations and perspectives
GPS data loggers have been used extensively to study elephant movement both in
the wild (Blake et al., 2001; Blake et al., 2008; Boettiger et al., 2011; Campos-Arceiz et
al., 2008; Douglas-Hamilton, 1998; Graham et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2010; Ngene et al.,
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2010; Thompson et al., 2008) and in zoos (Hacker et al., 2015; Leighty et al., 2008, 2009,
2010; Miller et al., 2012; Rothwell et al., 2011; Soulsby, 2013). Despite continuing
improvements in GPS technology, this type of data collection requires some special
considerations, which we will briefly address. First, attaching a device to an animal has
the potential to change its behavior (Murray & Fuller, 2000), and GPS collars deployed in
the wild have affected short-term movement and activity patterns in a variety of
mammalian species (Brooks et al., 2008; Cattet et al., 2008; Dechen-Quinn et al., 2012;
Dennis & Shah, 2012; Morellett et al., 2009; Rode et al., 2014), although the relative
effects of capture/handling stress and collar attachment are confounded in these studies.
The effect of anklets on elephant behavior has not been examined, but in a previous
study, zoo elephants desensitized to wearing GPS collars showed no behavioral effects
(Horback et al., 2012). In addition, zoos in our study received the anklets prior to the
onset of data collection and we requested they desensitize focal elephants to the anklets;
many zoos also proactively built test anklets to use before our anklets arrived.
Next, GPS data loggers must be tested to ensure accuracy and precision. The
device used in the current study was also used in a previous study of zoo elephant
movement (Miller et al., 2012) during which trials were conducted to determine accuracy
and precision. Measurements of 1-m intervals found that the units were accurate at
0.8405 m (± 0.0635), suggesting that anklets may underestimate distances travelled. A
stationary unit collecting data every five seconds for 24 hours resulted in an average
horizontal shifting value of 0.0087 m (± 0.0002), indicating that the unit is highly precise.
Finally, the walking distances in this study include any walking that occurred during
keeper-directed exercise and locomotor stereotypies. Based on reports from individual
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zoos (see: Meehan et al., 2015), the elephants in our study receive approximately 2.26
hours of walking-based exercise on average per week (range: 1 to 7). While some
walking-based exercise may have occurred on GPS data collection days, we mapped the
data to verify that no “outside the exhibit” walks occurred in our elephants, and overall,
the amount of time engaged in walking-based exercise is small compared to the total
amount of data we collected from the elephants. Likewise, a study of stereotypical
behavior in 76 zoo elephants conducted the same year as the current study found that less
than 8% of stereotypic behavior observations involved locomotor movements and only
22.3% of elephants showed locomotor stereotypies (Greco et al., 2015). The more
common forms of stereotypy should have limited effect on GPS anklet data, at least
compared to GPS collar data (Miller et al., 2012). We acknowledge that although we
have taken steps to minimize error in our dataset, we cannot eliminate it entirely.
However, the errors are generally consistent across institutions and independent of the
factors associated with distance walked.

Conclusion
The movement of elephants in zoos has become an issue of concern in recent
years due to assumptions about the health and welfare benefits of walking, and the
motivations of elephants to explore and investigate their environment. To promote
walking and exploration in elephants, zoos have invested in new exhibit design and
husbandry programs, and are interested in how these factors are affecting walking. By
using GPS anklets to measure walking distance, we found that African and Asian zoo
elephants walk an average of 5.34 km/day. Feeding variables have a particularly strong
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association with walking, as elephants with more dynamic feeding regimens are predicted
to walk more. Elephants that spend time in a greater number of social groups are also
predicted to walk more. Distance walked is negatively correlated with age and nighttime
space experience, the latter suggesting that zoos interested in increasing walking in their
elephants need not rely solely on larger exhibits, but can increase walking by adding
quality and complexity to exhibits. Finally, despite our inability to establish a definitive
link between walking and other measures of elephant welfare, it remains reasonable that
such a link exists, but may not be measurable at this scale or in this sub-population of zoo
elephants.
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Chapter Four: Using accelerometers to determine factors affecting recumbent rest in
African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana) and Asian elephants (Elephas maximus)
in zoos

I. Introduction
Obtaining adequate rest is essential for the good health and welfare of animals
(Botreau et al., 2007; Broom & Fraser, 2007), yet few studies of zoo animal welfare
focus on resting behaviors, perhaps due to the difficulty of measuring and interpreting
these behaviors. For example, many species perform rest both while standing rest and
recumbent; of these, the welfare implications of recumbence are better understood due to
extensive research on cattle. Cattle are highly motivated to lie down (Jensen et al., 2005),
and cattle that have been deprived of opportunities for recumbence, feeding, and social
contact will prioritize compensatory recumbence over other behaviors (Metz, 1985),
(Munksgaard et al., 2005). Reducing opportunities for cattle to lie down can also affect
growth hormone levels (Munksgaard & Løvendahl, 1993) and result in various
behavioral or physiological indications of stress (Munksgaard et al., 1999). In addition,
cattle that spend more time standing are at a greater risk for lameness and hoof problems
(Bell et al., 2009). The amount of recumbence shown by cattle depends on the type of
surface on which they are resting: hard concrete floors result in significantly less time
spent lying down (Haley et al., 2001).
Another important component of resting is sleep. Many species (e.g., cattle,
horses, elephants; [Broom & Fraser, 2007; Tobler, 1995]) require recumbence for some
types of sleep; in these species a lack of recumbence may lead to sleep deprivation. The
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health and welfare consequences of sleep deprivation have been well-studied in humans
and laboratory animals. In a variety of mammalian species, sleep deprivation causes
disruptions in vital biological processes including immune function, thermoregulation,
energy conservation, tissue restoration, and higher cognitive function (Brown et al., 2012;
Everson et al., 1989; Everson, 1995; Rechtschaffen & Bergmann, 2002; Toth, 1995).
Like cattle and horses, the resting postures of African savanna elephants and
Asian elephants include both standing rest and recumbent rest. Standing rest often
precedes recumbence (Tobler, 1992), and recumbent elephants seem to quickly fall
asleep: they are immediately motionless with their eyes closed (Tobler, 1992), and
display heavy, sometimes irregular respiration (Hartmann et al., 1968), twitching of the
musculature and eyelids (Hartmann et al., 1968; Tobler, 1992), snoring (Moss, 1975;
Wyatt & Eltringham, 1974), and sometimes loud vocalizations (Tobler, 1992). Elephant
sleep has not been described using EEG, so the exact nature of sleep occurring during
recumbence is unknown. Regardless, recumbence is a natural resting behavior exhibited
by elephants both in the wild (Adams & Berg, 1980; Guy, 1976; Hendrichs & Hendrichs,
1971; McKay, 1973; Moss, 1975; Sikes, 1971; Wyatt & Eltringham, 1974) and in
managed care, (Brockett et al., 1999; Hartmann et al., 1968; Kandler, 2010; Kühme,
1963; McKnight, 1995; Meller et al., 2007; Tobler, 1992; Weisz et al., 2000; Wilson et
al., 2006).
Our study is the first large-scale multi-species investigation of zoo elephant
recumbence and was a component of the Using Science to Understand Zoo Elephant
Welfare project, a multi-institutional collaborative effort to produce scientific data that
will support decision making with regard to best practices in elephant management
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(Carlstead et al., 2013). The two objectives for the current study were to: 1) quantify and
describe zoo elephant recumbence to better understand its timing, patterns, and
prevalence, and 2) determine the potential effects of a variety of social, housing,
management, and demographic factors on recumbence. We hypothesized that the factors
most closely associated with recumbence would be the types of flooring substrate on
which elephants spent time and the amount of space at night in which the elephants were
housed.

II. Methods
Ethics statement
This study was authorized by the management at each participating zoo and,
where applicable, was reviewed and approved by zoo research or IACUC committees.
Our study was non-invasive.

Subjects and facilities
Zoos that were accredited members of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums in
2012 were eligible for participation in this study provided that they managed only
African or Asian elephants in a non-mixed species herd, and their herd included at least
two adult female elephants who were not pregnant or experiencing severe illness or
injury. A total of 49 zoos participated in the study. We used simplified random sampling
to select two adult females (age ≥ 12 years) as subjects from each zoo; however, 26 zoos
only had two eligible subjects so there was no randomization. In one case there were
four subjects from one zoo; this zoo housed African and Asian elephants in separate
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exhibits. Three subjects were removed from the dataset prior to analysis because they
were transferred between zoos or died during the 2012 study year.

Data collection
All data were collected between May 2012 and November 2012. We used
historical weather data (NOAA, 2011) to select a one month data collection period at
each location that minimized inter-zoo variation in predicted daily maximum temperature
(range: 22.3 C to 34.1 C). We instructed zoos to collect five non-consecutive days of
data (24 hours/day) from each subject within a one-month timeframe. Zoos could collect
data from both subjects on the same day, or use an alternating schedule.
We used an anklet-based system as described previously (Chapter Three; Miller et
al., 2012) to collect data (Fig. 4.1). We shipped custom-fit leather anklets (Excelsior
Leather, California, USA) to each zoo; elephant care staff attached the anklets to one of
the front legs of each subject. A leather pouch attached to the anklet contained a
waterproof case (OtterBox Drybox OTR3-1000S, OtterBox, Colorado, USA) inside of
which was a HOBO Pendant G Data Logger accelerometer (model UA-004-64, Onset
Computer Corporation, Massachusetts, USA) to collect recumbence data, and a GPS data
logger used to collect data for a related study (Chapter Three).
Accelerometers are data loggers that can measure g-force and degree of tilt; we
chose to evaluate recumbence using g-force measurement following previous studies of
cattle recumbence using the same device (Ito et al., 2009; Ledgerwood et al., 2010). The
accelerometer was placed inside the anklet such that the x-axis was perpendicular to the
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ground pointing dorsally, and the y- and z-axes were parallel to the ground. We
programmed the accelerometers to collect x-axis data at one-minute intervals.

Figure 4.1: Recumbent Asian zoo elephant wearing an anklet. Photo credit: Michael Durham/Oregon
Zoo.

Data processing
Of the 49 original participating zoos, 40 zoos successfully collected data from 72
elephants. We downloaded the data using HOBOware Pro software (v. 3.2.0, Onset
Computer Corporation) and exported it into Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation,
Washington, USA). We then followed established data processing methods (Ledgerwood
et al., 2010) by adding a constant (3.2) to all g-force values (range: -3.2 to 3.2) to make
them positive (range: 0 to 6.4), then coding values < 2.55 as standing and ≥ 2.55 as lying.
All lying values indicate accelerometer tilt of ≥ 50°, a cutoff selected based on visual
observations of recumbence in cattle (Ledgerwood et al., 2010). Before the study began
we validated these methods for elephants by outfitting two subjects with anklets and
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videotaping their behaviors over two nights. The accelerometers retrieved from the two
elephants reported nightly recumbence duration with 96% and 97% accuracy. We also
tested inter-unit agreement by including two accelerometers in the anklet of one elephant;
the data were identical across units.
We omitted standing and lying bouts that consisted of only a single reading (e.g.,
a one-minute interval of “standing” sandwiched between “lying” bouts) because these
readings may represent subtle leg movements during a period of consistent orientation
(Endres & Barberg, 2007; Ito et al., 2009). We summed all other lying time to calculate
recumbence (hours) for each day of data, and we averaged these daily values to calculate
mean daily recumbence (hours/day). In addition, we calculated the nighttime (20:00 –
07:00) mean bout frequency by averaging the number of nightly recumbence bouts for
each elephant, then averaging across all elephants. Finally, we calculated the nighttime
mean bout duration by averaging the duration of nightly recumbent bouts for each
elephant, then averaging across all elephants; however, we excluded nights on which
elephants did not lay down to avoid under-estimating bout duration.

Independent variables
Independent variables were selected based on hypotheses regarding their potential
association with recumbence. Definitions for the variables selected for testing in this
study are described in Table 4.1. Details on the collection and calculation of independent
variables are presented by Meehan et al. (2015), Prado-Oviedo et al. (2015), Greco et al.
(2015), and Miller et al. (2015). Collection and calculation of the distance walked
variable is presented in Chapter Three.
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We checked all continuous independent variables for outliers and removed any
values that were greater than three standard deviations away from the mean. We adjusted
some variables from continuous to binary because of zero-values for a high number of
subjects within the sub-population of elephants in our study. Adjusted variables included
two space variables (space experience in/out choice and percent time in/out choice), two
flooring variables (percent time hard substrate and percent time soft substrate) and two
social variables (percent time housed separately and percent time juveniles).
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Table 4.1: Definitions of independent variables tested for correlation with recumbence.
Variable
Age
Origin
Space Experience
Total
Indoor
In/Out Choice
Outdoor
Percent Time
Indoor
In/Out Choice
Outdoor
Soft Substrate
Hard Substrate
Housed Separately
Juveniles (<7 years old)
Animal Contact
Social Experience
Foot Physical Exam Score
Walking Distance
Temperature
Enrichment Program
Enrichment Diversity
Exercise Diversity
Herd Size

Description
Age of elephant (years)
Captive or wild born
Average size of the environment an elephant spends time in weighted by the amount of time spent in that environment
For all environment types
For indoor environments only
For environments where there is a choice of indoors or outdoors
For outdoor environments only
Sum of monthly percent time spent in category, averaged over time period
Time spent in indoor environments
Time spent in environments with an indoor/outdoor choice
Time spent in outdoor environments
Time spent in environment with 100% grass, sand, or rubber substrate
Time spent in environment with 100% concrete or stone aggregate substrate
Time spent housed in a social group of one
Time spent in social groups where an elephant 7 years or younger was present
Maximum number of unique elephants focal animal is in contact with
Average size of a social group an elephant spends time with weighted by the amount of time spent in that social group
Score of 0-12 indicating abnormalities on nails, pads, and interdigital space on any foot
Distance walked per day while outdoors, averaged over all days of data collection
Average daily temperature at zoo, averaged over all days of data collection
Standardized factor score created using a polychoric PCA to examine the frequency of use of the different components
of an enrichment program
Shannon diversity index score of enrichment activities types and frequencies conducted at zoo
Shannon diversity index score of exercise types and frequencies conducted at zoo
Total number of elephants at zoo
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Statistical analysis
To determine whether there were interspecific differences in patterns of
recumbence, we used two-sample Student’s t-tests assuming equal variances to test three
null hypotheses: that both species had the same (1) mean daily recumbence; (2) mean
number of nighttime recumbence bouts; and (3) mean duration of nighttime recumbence
bouts.
Univariate analyses were conducted on all independent variables of interest across
all subjects. There was a significant correlation between species and mean daily
recumbence (P < 0.001), thus, separate multivariate models were created for African
elephants and Asian elephants. Variables with a significance level of P < 0.15 were
tested for possible confounding effects of age, species, and origin, and were allowed to
continue in the hierarchical model building process. Multivariate models were then fit
using generalized estimating equations (GEE), which allows for repeated measurement
and clustering of individual animals within zoos. At the multivariate stage, only
variables with a significant level of P < 0.05 were included. Models were built by
assessing individual predictors and conducting hierarchical selection based on quasilikelihood under the independence model criterion (QIC) values and parameter estimates
of explanatory variables. Models exhibiting multi-collinearity, as defined by a variance
inflation factor (VIF) of greater than 10 and a Condition Index (CI) of greater than 30,
were not considered for further analysis. The African elephant model used an
autoregressive correlation matrix type, while the Asian elephant model specified an
independent correlation structure. Statistical analyses were conducted by using SAS
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software, version 9.3 [PROC GENMOD, with options REPEATED, CORR=IND or AR,
and DIST= NORMAL; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC].

III. Results
Summary of recumbence data
Our final dataset included 344 days of data, collected between May 7, 2012 and
November 1, 2012. A full 24 hours of data were collected on 277 days; on 67 days
anklets were removed before a full 24 hours of data were collected, resulting in an
average of 31 minutes (range: 2 to 105) when recumbence data were not available. Any
recumbence occurring during these times was not recorded, thus, the mean daily
recumbence values may slightly underestimate actual values. For the majority of
elephants (n = 61) five days of data were collected, but in some cases the data were
limited to four days (n = 6) or three days (n = 5).
Our final dataset included 72 elephants at 40 zoos, including 44 African elephants
(61.1%) and 28 Asian elephants (39.9%) (Fig. 4.2). The mean age of African elephants
was 32.6 years (range: 20 to 52); the mean age of Asian elephants was 40.0 years (range:
16 to 61).

Mean Daily Recumbence (hours/day)
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Figure 4.2: Recumbence in African and Asian zoo elephants.

Mean daily recumbence for all elephants was an average of 2.56 hours/day.
African elephants had significantly lower recumbence (2.14 hours/day) than Asian
elephants (3.22 hours/day) (P < 0.001) (Table 4.2). Mean nighttime bout frequencies in
African and Asian elephants were not significantly different at 3.10 and 3.08 bouts/night,
respectively (P = 0.96) (Table 4.2). Africans and Asians were different in mean
nighttime bout duration (P < 0.001) with African elephants recumbent an average of 39
minutes/bout and Asian elephants recumbent an average of 66 minutes/bout (Table 4.2).
Variations in the standing and lying patterns of African and Asian elephants can be seen
by comparing the behavior of representative individuals (Fig. 4.3). African and Asian
elephants showed similar mean daily recumbence profiles: recumbence rarely occurred
during the day, started to increase at 20:00, and reached a peak at 04:00 before sharply
dropping off (Fig. 4.4).
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Table 4.2: Summary of recumbence data for African and Asian zoo elephants. A t-test was used to
test for a difference in the means between species in each of the variables (*P < 0.05).

Mean
Min.
Max.
S.D.
Mean
Mean Nighttime
Min.
Bout Frequency
Max.
(Bouts/Night)
S.D.
Mean
Mean Nighttime Min.
Bout Duration
Max.
(Hours/Bout)
S.D.
Mean Daily
Recumbence
(Hours/Day)

Combined
(n = 72)
2.56
0
7.89
1.37
3.09
0.00
6.33
1.44
0.83
0.03
1.97
0.42

African
(n = 44)
2.14
0.02
3.67
1.14
3.10
0.00
5.80
1.45
0.65
0.03
1.43
0.30

Asian
(n = 28)
3.22
0
7.89
1.46
3.08
0.40
6.33
1.45
1.10
0.42
1.97
0.43

P
<0.001 *

0.96

<0.001 *
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Figure 4.3: Standing and recumbence patterns of representative African and Asian zoo elephants.
Data from an individual African (a) and Asian (b) zoo elephant over five days in 2012. These elephants
were coincidentally both non-recumbent on the third day of data collection. S = standing; R = recumbent.
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Figure 4.4: Recumbence profile showing daily distributions of recumbence in zoo elephants. The
lines of the curves connect mean hourly values. Areas under the curves represent total time recumbent.
The small increase in recumbence between 08:00 and 09:00 may reflect anklet attachment/removal or
morning rituals (e.g., baths or exercise routines).

A number of elephants showed some form of non-recumbence. Seven elephants
(six African, one Asian) were classified as highly non-recumbent because they lay down
for less than one hour total over five days of data collection. An additional 15 elephants
(nine African, six Asian) were classified as intermittently non-recumbent because they
lay down for less than ten minutes per day on three days of data collection (n = 1), two
days (n = 1), or one day (n = 13). There was no significant difference between species in
the prevalence of high non-recumbence (P = 0.182) and intermittent non-recumbence (P
= 0.93). In intermittently non-recumbent elephants we found no observable trend
between the days they did not lie down and mean daily temperature: seven elephants
were non-recumbent on days that were warmer than the mean daily temperature they
experienced during data collection, while eight were non-recumbent on cooler days. We
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also found no effect of changes in outdoor access on recumbence, as only one elephant
consistently became non-recumbent on nights that indoor/outdoor access was changed.

Univariate analyses
We evaluated a variety of demographic, housing, social, and management factors
as predictors of recumbence (Tables 4.3 and 4.4). In the African elephant univariate
results (Table 4.3), mean daily recumbence was negatively correlated with age and
percent time hard substrate overall, day, and night. Recumbence was also negatively
correlated with social experience day, and percent time housed separately overall and
night. There was a positive correlation between recumbence and the variables space
experience total night and space experience outdoor night. Finally, recumbence was
correlated with origin, however, the small sample size in the significant category
precluded any meaningful interpretation of the results.
In the Asian elephant univariate results (Table 4.4), mean daily recumbence was
negatively correlated with space experience indoor day and percent time indoor day, as
well as percent time hard substrate night, animal contact night, and social experience
overall. Recumbence was positively correlated with percent time soft substrate overall,
day, and night, and percent time housed separately overall, day, and night. The
population level descriptive statistics for the significant African and Asian elephant
univariate analyses are shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.3: Univariate correlations between mean daily recumbence and independent variables in African zoo elephants (*P < 0.15).

Variables
Demographics
Age
Origin

+/- b

Percent Time Indoor
Percent Time Outdoor
Percent Time In/Out Choice

+
+

Flooring
Percent Time Hard Substrate
Percent Time Soft Substrate
+

44
43
1

-0.0873

<0.001

*

ref=Wild
Captive

-2.1126

<0.001

*

42
43
43

0.0029
-0.0694
0.0005

0.363
0.259
0.830

ref=0%

18

>0%

ref=0%
>0%

26
44
44
18
26

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

20
24
22
22

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

+
+
+
+

Percent Time Housed Separately
+
+
+

P

n

44
44
44

Day a
Beta

-0.0002
-0.0463
-0.0008

P

n

0.925
0.414
0.663

42
43
42

22
0.1365
-0.0060
0.0003

0.681
0.456
0.968

0.1365

0.681

-0.6728

0.018

0.0400

0.901

44
42
42
33
11
28
15

0.0220
-0.1358
-0.2972

0.711
0.192
0.221

0.0170

0.963

-0.6010

0.098

42
42
42

-0.8334
-0.0841
0.1033

0.269
0.652
0.740

22
44
44
22
22

*

24
20
26
18

42
42
33
11
33
11

Night a
Beta

P

0.0070
-0.0632
0.0065

<0.001
0.321
0.002

0.0897
-0.0069
0.0016

0.782
0.191
0.750

0.1365

0.681

-0.7492

0.007

0.1458

0.667

-0.0547
0.0092

0.767
0.974

-0.0939

0.823

-0.7035

0.054

*
*

18
-0.9450
0.0006
-0.0020

0.749
0.944
0.717

-0.1498

0.622

-0.6473

0.029

0.0572

0.860

-0.1358
-0.1925

0.192
0.146

0.0170

0.963

-0.2172

0.580

26
44
44
18
26

*

21
23
25
19

42
42
34
10
28
16

*
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Management
Enrichment Diversity
Enrichment Program
Exercise Diversity

n

+
+
+

+

Social
Herd Size
Animal Contact
Social Experience
Percent Time Juveniles (age <7)

Reference

+

Space
Space Experience Total (500 ft2)
Space Experience Indoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Outdoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience In/Out Choice (500
ft2)

Overall
Beta
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Other
Foot Physical Exam Score
Temperature
Walking Distance

a
b

+
+

39
44
32

-0.0463
-0.0211
0.0231

0.614
0.268
0.829

Day and night are defined as the number of hours in a 24 hour period considered daytime or nighttime according to management schedule.
Hypothesized direction of relationship between mean daily recumbence and variable.
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Table 4.4: Univariate correlations between mean daily recumbence and independent variables in Asian zoo elephants.

Variables
Demographics
Age
Origin

+/- b

Percent Time Indoor
Percent Time Outdoor
Percent Time In/Out Choice

+
+

Flooring
Percent Time Hard Substrate
Percent Time Soft Substrate
+

28
21
7

0.0163

0.236

ref=Wild
Captive

-0.2905

0.576

27
27
27

0.0084
-0.0813
0.0029

0.462
0.553
0.647

ref=0%

11

>0%

ref=0%
>0%

17
27
28
11
17

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

10
17
11
17

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

+
+
+
+

Percent Time Housed Separately
+
+
+

P

n

28
28
27

Day a
Beta

-0.0060
-0.1361
0.0020

P

0.494
0.028
0.718

n

*

19
0.3993
-0.0121
0.0078

0.511
0.432
0.397

0.3993

0.511

-0.0489

0.919

0.9712

0.029

26
27
28
24
4
9
19

-0.2225
-0.3415
-0.7595

0.447
0.323
0.130

-0.3475

0.614

1.0513

0.029

23
23
22

0.5847
-0.0522
-0.2199

0.730
0.751
0.773

9
27
28
19
9

*

11
16
13
15

*

27
28
24
3
15
13

27
28
27

Night a
Beta

P

0.0085
-0.1030
0.0006

0.465
0.267
0.910

0.2128
-0.0107
0.0057

0.695
0.261
0.444

0.2128

0.695

-0.8153

0.079

0.7927

0.123

-0.6850
-0.5736

0.099
0.212

0.1358

0.775

0.9357

0.045

13
0.2111
-0.0285
0.0035

0.633
0.038
0.647

0.2111

0.633

0.1510

0.770

0.8575

0.064

-0.3415
-0.6585

0.323
0.183

-0.7608

0.150

0.9976

0.050

*

15
28
28
13
15
13
15
16
12

27
28
24
3
14
14

*
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Management
Enrichment Diversity
Enrichment Program
Exercise Diversity

n

+
+
+

+

Social
Herd Size
Animal Contact
Social Experience
Percent Time Juveniles (age <7)

Reference

+

Space
Space Experience Total (500 ft2)
Space Experience Indoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience Outdoor (500 ft2)
Space Experience In/Out Choice (500
ft2)

Overall
Beta
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9Other
Foot Physical Exam Score
Temperature
Walking Distance

a
b

+
+

24
28
23

0.0502
0.0264
-0.0792

0.634
0.554
0.418

Day and night are defined as the number of hours in a 24 hour period considered daytime or nighttime according to management schedule.
Hypothesized direction of relationship between mean daily recumbence and variable.
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Table 4.5: Independent variables that had a significant univariate correlation with recumbence in African and Asian zoo elephants. The sample size
and mean age of elephants used in the correlation is provided. Variable data, where applicable, provides context for the experience of the elephants included
in the analysis.
Variable
Mean
Species
Variable
Mgmt. Reference
n
Mean
SD
Min
Max
Median
Age
African Age
44
32.59 6.57
20
52
32
African Origin
ref=Wild 43
33
Captive
1
34
African Space Experience Total (500 ft2)
Night
42
33
43.99 51.13 0.89 227.42
27.53
Space Experience Outdoor (500 ft2)

Night

African

Percent Time Hard Substrate

Overall

African

Percent Time Hard Substrate

Day

African

Percent Time Hard Substrate

Night

African
African

Social Experience
Percent Time Housed Separately

Day
Overall

African

Percent Time Housed Separately

Night

Asian
Asian
Asian

Space Experience Indoor (500 ft2)
Percent Time Indoor
Percent Time Hard Substrate

Day
Day
Night

Asian

Percent Time Soft Substrate

Overall

Asian

Percent Time Soft Substrate

Day

Asian

Percent Time Soft Substrate

Night

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

43

33

57.34

59.72

0

244.04

37.89

20
24
24
20
21
23
42
28
15
28
16
28
27
13
15
11
17
13
15
16
12

31
35
31
35
31
34
34
31
35
31
35
40
40
39
41
44
37
46
35
42
37

15.81
10.48
25.55
19.91
22.92
44.51
1.66
12.31
20.15
15.84
10.44
27.05

8.55
7.81
16.72
13.72
17.69
34.11
2.23
11.81
19.33
11.06
9.54
9.32

2.25
1.13
5.65
6.76
1.40
3.83
0
0
2.21
0.36
0.36
14.69

32.24
24.15
53.33
56.26
57.10
100.00
8.046
36.29
53.41
31.41
29.17
48.48

15.05
11.32
23.47
14.70
19.90
37.57
1.12
10
8.59
18.41
8.55
26.25
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African
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Asian
Asian
Asian

Animal Contact
Social Experience
Percent Time Housed Separately

Night
Overall
Overall

Asian

Percent Time Housed Separately

Day

Asian

Percent Time Housed Separately

Night

ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%
ref=0%
>0%

27
28
9
19
15
13
14
14

41
40
41
40
42
37
35
45

1.00
18.92
38.72
39.25
68.45

0.73
10.32
38.22
39.77
37.82

0.00
0.66
1.83
5.26
8.15

3.00
44.99
100
100
100

1.00
15.74
25
19.51
86.11
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African elephant multivariate model
The African elephant multivariate model includes percent time hard substrate
overall and space experience outdoor night (Table 4.6). The model predicts that
elephants who spend any time on 100% concrete or stone aggregate substrate (“all-hard”)
are recumbent 0.6 hours less per day than elephants who spend no time on all-hard
substrate. The model also predicts that elephants who experience more outdoor space at
night are significantly more recumbent that those who experience less outdoor space at
night. For example, elephants that experience an additional 500 ft2 of outdoor space
during the night are predicted to have an increase in recumbence of 0.0055 hours per day;
this translates to a 0.48 hour increase per additional acre.

Table 4.6: African zoo elephant multivariate mean daily recumbence model (*P < 0.05).

Parameter
Intercept
0% time hard substrate
>0% time hard substrate
Space experience outdoor night

Estimate Standard Error
2.1941
0.217
-0.6004
0.245
0.0055
0.002

Pr > |Z|
<0.001
0.014 *
0.001 *

Asian elephant multivariate model
The Asian elephant multivariate model includes percent time soft substrate
overall and percent time housed separately night (Table 4.7). The model predicts that
elephants who spend any time on 100% grass, sand, or rubber substrate (“all-soft) are
recumbent 1.1 hours more per day than those who spend no time on all-soft substrate.
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The variable age is included as a confounder of percent time soft substrate overall
indicating that age is a factor that is both related to being on hard surfaces and being
recumbent; age is included in the model to control for its potential effects. The model
also predicts that elephants who are alone for any amount of time during the night are
recumbent 0.77 hours more than elephants who are never alone.

Table 4.7: Asian zoo elephant multivariate mean daily recumbence model (*P < 0.05).

Parameter
Intercept
0% time soft substrate
>0% time soft substrate
0% time housed separately
>0% time housed separately
Age

Estimate Standard Error
1.6455
0.733
1.0564
0.352
0.7698
0.387
0.0156
0.107

Pr > |Z|
0.025
0.003 *
0.047 *
0.358

Substrate
Substrate variables appeared in multivariate models for both species (Tables 4.6
and 4.7). This suggests a strong relationship between substrate and recumbence. For a
look at the compounding effect of hard and soft substrate on recumbence, we identified
two subsets of elephants representing opposite ends on a gradient of substrate exposure.
In the first category were elephants (n = 21) who were never on all-soft substrate and
spent some amount of time (mean = 15%, range: 3 to 32%) on all-hard substrate. In the
second category were elephants (n = 18) with the opposite experience: they were never
on all-hard substrate and spent some amount of time (mean = 25%, range: 2 to 50%) on
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all-soft substrate. Fig. 4.5 shows the differences in recumbence between these two
subsets of elephants, and the finding that a decrease in time on all-hard substrate - in
conjunction with an increase in time on all-soft substrate - is associated with a substantial
increase in recumbence in both African and Asian elephants.

Mean Daily Recumbence (hours/day)

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
0% time on all-soft
>0% time on all-hard

2.0
1.5
1.0

>0% time on all-soft
0% time on all-hard

0.5
0.0
Combined (n = 21, 18)

African (n = 12, 10)

Asian (n = 9, 8)

Figure 4.5: Recumbence of elephants in two categories based on their exposure to all-hard and allsoft substrate. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean.

IV. Discussion
Recumbence patterns, timing and prevalence
We found that on average, African elephants lay down for just over two hours per
day and Asian elephants lay down for just over three hours per day. Recumbence
occurred almost exclusively at night. Our results correspond with other large studies of
recumbence in elephants under managed care: adult female African elephants (n = 11) in
European zoos lay down an average of 2.0 hours per night (Kandler, 2010), while adult
female Asian elephants (n = 8) at a zoo and circus lay down an average of 3.4 hours per
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night (Tobler, 1992). Our results also correspond with available data from wild African
elephants (n = 4) that lay down for between one and two hours per night on average
(Wyatt & Eltringham, 1974); no data are available for nighttime recumbence in wild
Asian elephants.
Sleep appears to be the primary function of recumbence, as elephants entering a
recumbent posture appear to fall asleep almost immediately (Tobler, 1992). Thus,
differences in recumbence between African and Asian elephants likely reflect
interspecific variation in sleep requirements. Sleep patterns appear to be determined
primarily by ecological variables (Siegel, 2009). For example, some species show a
trade-off between time available for sleep and time available for foraging (Capellini et
al., 2008). Wild Asian elephants may inhabit more resource-rich areas than wild African
elephants, allowing them to fulfill their nutritional requirements in less time. Asian zoo
elephants spend significantly less time feeding than African zoo elephants (Greco et al.,
2015), but whether this is a real species difference or a difference in feeding methods is
not known. Another ecological variable that may explain interspecific variation in sleep
is predation risk. Species that sleep more tend to use less exposed sleeping sites
(Capellini et al., 2008; Lesku et al., 2006). Asian elephants may be more likely than
African (savanna) elephants to inhabit dense forested areas that conceal them from
predators and allow for more sleep. Regardless of the cause of the difference in
recumbence, our results suggest that animal welfare indices based on behavior should
take into account the potential for significant differences between elephant species.
African and Asian elephants showed similar timing of recumbence behavior,
being mainly recumbent between 01:00 and 05:00 with a peak at 04:00, in agreement
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with other studies (Tobler, 1992; Wyatt & Eltringham, 1974). The timing of recumbence
may have management implications. For example, zoos that have nighttime elephant
care staff or automated feeders may wish to minimize disturbances to sleeping elephants
during peak recumbence hours; indeed, automated feeders have been shown to interrupt
recumbence in zoo elephants (Kandler, 2010).

Non-recumbence
Nearly one-third of elephants in our study were either highly or intermittently
non-recumbent. We found no evidence that non-recumbence was affected by abnormally
hot or cold temperatures, or by sudden changes in indoor/outdoor access at night. Agerelated health problems (e.g., arthritis) could be limiting recumbence in some individuals
(Weisz et al., 2000); however, we observed the behavior across a range of ages, so this is
unlikely to be the sole cause of non-recumbence. We also considered that nonrecumbence may be a normal and adaptive behavior in elephants. For example, animals
living in groups may use vigilance to increase the probability of predator detection
(Burger & Gochfeld, 1994). Although wild African elephants are rarely vigilant during
the day (Burger & Gochfeld, 1994), vigilance may be more important at night when the
majority of predation attempts on elephants occur (Joubert, 2006; Power & Compion,
2009). Non-recumbence may also be a specific form of vigilance called sentinel
behavior. African zoo elephants have been observed standing in close proximity to a
recumbent elephant for extended periods of time (Wilson et al., 2006) and “taking turns”
being recumbent (Adams & Berg, 1980). However, no studies of zoo elephants have
closely examined vigilance or sentinel behavior. Finally, non-recumbence may be an
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abnormal behavioral consequence of the zoo environment, with no physiological or
ecological function. In this case, the welfare of non-recumbent elephants may be
impacted by sleep deprivation.

Substrate
Of all the independent variables we tested, substrate had the strongest effect on
recumbence, and a substrate variable was present in nearly every model during the
model-building process. Our African model predicted that elephants who spend time on
all-hard substrate are recumbent 0.6 hours less than elephants who are never on all-hard
substrate: a 28% decrease in recumbence. Along the same lines, the Asian model
predicted an increase in recumbence of 1.1 hours per day for elephants who spend time
on all-soft substrate when compared to elephants who are never on all-soft substrate: a
32% increase in recumbence.
The intuitive finding that hard substrate types like concrete and stone are not
conducive to recumbence is supported by similar findings in cattle (Haley et al., 2001).
By limiting recumbence, hard substrate may be contributing to sleep deprivation or sleep
disturbance, or causing stress or frustration in animals that are reluctant to exhibit natural
resting postures. Our results add to a growing body of evidence suggesting that hard
substrate negatively impacts animal welfare. Concrete has been associated with higher
rates of sole hemorrhages (Bergsten & Frank, 1996) and swollen knees (Rushen et al.,
2007) in cattle, and with incidents of foot and joint disease in zoo elephants (Miller et al.,
2015). Meanwhile, the reduction and removal of hard substrate from zoo elephant
exhibits is already underway. A 2006 survey (Lewis et al., 2010), following up on 1997
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survey results (Dimeo-Ediger, 2001), found that the proportion of concrete flooring in
elephant barns had reduced 22% in the intervening years. In addition, nearly half of
responding zoos planned to further reduce the proportion of concrete flooring in their
indoor facilities over the next 10 years (Lewis et al., 2010). Despite these ongoing
efforts, we found that 18 of 40 zoos in our study (45%) had elephants housed in
environments with all-hard substrate at some time in 2012. This is in addition to the time
these elephants spent in mixed substrate environments that included hard and soft
substrate. The continued prevalence of hard substrate in zoo environments indicates that
zoos must remain proactive in their attempts to incorporate soft substrate into both indoor
and outdoor areas. Furthermore, we suggest continued research into soft substrate types
(i.e., sand, grass, and rubber), in order to determine which of are most effective at
promoting health, welfare, and natural behaviors in zoo elephants. For example, research
in horses as shown that despite both straw and wood shavings both being arguably soft
substrate, horses that are given a choice between the two preferentially spend time on
straw (Mills et al., 2000), and exhibit more bedding-related activities (Mills et al., 2000),
and lateral recumbence (Pedersen et al., 2004) on straw.
Our model suggests that substrate directly affects zoo elephant recumbence; that
is, it is not a proxy for other related measurements such as time spent inside or outside.
Notably, recumbence occurred almost exclusively at night, and yet there was no
correlation between recumbence and the percent of time that elephants are indoor or
outdoor at night.
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Space
Research has shown that recumbence increases when more stall space is provided
to cattle (Tucker et al., 2004) and horses (Raabymagle & Ladewig, 2006). However, the
housing conditions of zoo elephants are more complex, and even at night may include
being shifted between environments of different sizes for varying amounts of time.
Therefore, we created a variable called space experience, which takes into account both
the size of the environment and the amount of time an elephant spends in that
environment (Meehan et al., 2015). We found a positive correlation between outdoor
space experience at night and recumbence in African elephants. For example, our model
predicted that an African elephant that experiences an additional acre of outdoor space at
night will show an increase in recumbence of 0.48 hours – a potentially important
contribution to the mean daily recumbence of an African elephant.
There are a variety of ways by which zoos can increase outdoor space experience
at night. Providing access to a consistent amount of additional space is certainly one
way. However, space experience allows for a flexible consideration of both space and
time, so zoos can work within their own housing and management constraints to find
ways to increase space experience (for more details see Meehan et al., 2015). Notably,
increases in space experience may have additional welfare benefits, as space experience
is positively correlated with regular ovarian cyclicity in Asian elephants (Brown et al.,
2015) and negatively correlated with stereotypical behavior in African and Asian
elephants (Greco et al., 2015). Whether increases in space experience will eventually
begin to reach a level of diminishing returns is an important area for future research.
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Social
The initiation and termination of recumbence bouts is often synchronized amongst
elephants in zoos (Kühme, 1963; Tobler, 1992), and in the wild (Wyatt & Eltringham,
1974). This suggests that recumbence is a highly social behavior. In our study, we
hypothesized that elephants who were never alone would show more recumbence,
assuming that a more natural social environment would be more likely to result in the
expression of natural behaviors. However, the Asian elephant multivariate model
showed a positive correlation between recumbence and time housed separately, and the
final model predicted that Asian elephants who spend time alone are recumbent for an
additional 0.77 hours per day. Why might Asian elephants who spend time alone be
more recumbent? One possible explanation is that elephants housed alone do not
experience overcrowding. Cattle, for example, were significantly less recumbent when
the number of cows per stall increased by 50% (Fregonesi et al., 2007). Being housed
alone may also help Asian elephants avoid being disturbed by dominant members of the
social group. Again, there is evidence for this in cattle, where subordinate cattle are
recumbent significantly less than middle-ranked or high-ranked cows (Galindo & Broom,
2000). Future research will be needed to better understand the nocturnal social lives of
elephants and their effect on rest and recumbence.

Age
Previous research has shown that adult elephants are recumbent less than infants,
juveniles, and sub-adults (Brockett et al., 1999; Kandler, 2010; Posta et al., 2013; Tobler,
1992; Wilson et al., 2006). We found some evidence that this trend continues in African
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(but not Asian) elephants; that is to say, as adult African elephants continue to get older,
they are recumbent less and less. Whether this trend is related to age-related health
problems or merely reflects changes in sleep requirements (or both), we cannot say.

Conclusion
Recumbence is a natural resting behavior exhibited by African and Asian
elephants both in the wild and zoos, and research suggests recumbence may affect animal
welfare in species that rest in this posture. Using anklets equipped with accelerometers
we found that African elephants are recumbent an average of 2.14 hours/day, which is
significantly less than Asian elephants at 3.22 hours/day. African elephants are predicted
to be recumbent more if they experience more space at night, while Asian elephants are
predicted to be recumbent more if they spend time housed alone. Both species showed a
similar response to substrate, such that African elephant spending time on all-hard
substrates are predicted to be recumbent less, while Asian elephants spending time on allsoft substrates are predicted to be recumbent more. Our results are the first
comprehensive dataset on this behavior in elephants and have provided the first dataset to
help gauge what an adequate amount of recumbence is for zoo elephants. Zoos can use
this data to compare recumbence in their elephants to other zoos; they may also use our
data on peak recumbence times to avoid nighttime disturbances that may affect rest. Our
discovery that occasional non-recumbence is a common behavior in zoo elephants also
introduces a new area of research that may have important animal welfare consequences.
Finally, we established that zoos should continue their efforts to replace hard substrate
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with soft substrate in order to provide zoo elephants with an environment where they can
comfortably express recumbence behavior, should they choose to do so.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion
Zoos seeking to improve the lives of African and Asian elephants rely on
objective research on welfare indicators and guidance on how their exhibits and
husbandry practices can better meet the needs of elephants. Two natural behaviors
exhibited by elephants that may impact welfare are walking and recumbent rest. I
conducted the first multi-institutional measurement of these behaviors, identified
associated factors, and explored the application of GPS technology towards the study of
zoo animal movement. I also looked for correlations between the distance walked by zoo
elephants and foot health and joint health.
In Chapter Two, I reviewed the basics of GPS technology, and provided details on
the important methodological techniques used to improve GPS performance and data
accuracy. This chapter is the first overview of GPS applications in zoo environments,
and should be a useful resource for future researchers. GPS has been used successfully in
a number of studies in zoos, and system performance continues to improve. Researchers
are also becoming more comfortable with the technology, and are applying more
advanced data processing techniques to improve accuracy, and by extension, study
conclusions. Scientists are also applying GPS to answer more diverse research questions.
The original zoo elephant GPS study looked at elephant location only to better
understand other behaviors (Leighty et al., 2008), but follow-up studies directly
investigated walking (Leighty et al., 2009), activity levels (Rothwell et al., 2011), social
relationships (Hacker et al., 2015), and the use of space and exhibit resources (Leighty et
al., 2010). Future studies could investigate, for example, the use of exhibit space as a
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function of visitor perimeter, which could have important exhibit design implications.
Zoos are also using established GPS methodologies for long-term studies, tracking a herd
of elephants through changes in age, herd structure, and exhibit updates (D. Shepherdson,
personal communication, January 15, 2015).
Chapter Three focused on walking in zoo elephants as measured by GPS anklets.
I analyzed 259 days of data from 56 African and Asian elephants and found that they
walked an average of 5.3 km/day with no significant difference between species. My
analysis identified variables correlated with walking; one finding of particular interest
was that walking increased in more dynamic feeding environments. I also found that
walking is negatively correlated with space experience, contrary to my original
hypothesis. Together these findings indicate that zoos seeking to increase walking in
their elephants should not focus solely on increasing the exhibit size, but should introduce
complexity and novelty to the environment. I did not, however, find any compelling
evidence that walking is correlated with foot health or joint health. This was due in part
to the small sample size found in my study despite the multi-institutional approach; this
limitation is considered one of the primary challenges to zoo research (Kuhar et al., 2006;
Plowman, 2008). Finally, I found no evidence to support my hypothesis that walking is
influenced by herd size or enrichment program. (It should be noted, however, that
increasing the time and activity related to foraging is a priority for enrichment
[Shepherdson, 1999], thus, feeding-based enrichment per se is an extremely important
consideration during discussions of zoo elephant walking.)
Now that the variables associated with walking have been identified by a
correlational analysis, experimental studies are needed to establish causation between
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these variables and distance walked. A study designed to test the effect of feeding
schedule on walking distance would be relatively straightforward, thanks to the
automated feeding devices some zoos have installed in their exhibits (Binder, 2014). In
this case, a study using a repeated treatment design (commonly applied in zoo studies
[Swaisgood & Shepherdson, 2005]) would, for a number of iterations, alternate between
a control stage - where the feeders are programmed to deliver food at predictable
intervals for some period of time (e.g., 20 days), and a treatment stage - where food
delivery is unscheduled (20 days). Based on my results (Chapter Three), elephants would
be predicted to walk as much as 1.3 km/day more when receiving unscheduled feedings
versus a predictable feeding schedule.
Briefly, there is also the potential for creative applications of GPS research
outside the realm of zoo animal welfare. For example, GPS data loggers could be used in
visitor studies to better understand the spatiotemporal habits of zoo visitors, including the
exhibits or zoo resources they most frequent, the effect of new exhibits or interpretive
elements on stay time, and the routes they take through the zoo. A proof of concept study
investigating this possibility at one zoo was successful (McBeath, 2009), as was a
comparable study that took place in three national parks (D’Antonio et al., 2010).
In Chapter Four I investigated recumbence behaviors in zoo elephants via
accelerometers. I analyzed 344 days of data from 72 elephants and found that elephants
were recumbence an average of 2.56 hours/day. African elephants had significantly
lower recumbence (about two hours/day) than Asian elephants (about three hours/day).
Surprisingly, nearly one-third of elephants were non-recumbent on at least one night;
further research is necessary to understand whether this behavior has welfare
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consequences. My analysis supported my hypothesis that African and Asian elephant
recumbence is affected by flooring substrate, thus, I recommend that zoos continue their
efforts to replace hard substrate with soft substrate in order to provide zoo elephants with
an environment that better facilitates recumbent rest. I also found evidence that elephants
are more recumbent if they spend more time in larger spaces at night, although this
association was limited to African elephants.
Experimental tests can now help elucidate both the predicted and unexpected
relationships between the variables identified in my research and distance walked. For
example, I was surprised to find that Asian elephants that spent time housed alone are
predicted to be recumbent more. A similar response is seen in cattle, and one proposed
explanation suggests this may be due to dominant members of the social group disturbing
other individuals. Likewise, the (anecdotal) consensus among elephant care staff is that
female Asian elephants are reluctant to assume vulnerable recumbent postures when
housed together because their herds are often composed of unrelated females. African
herds, on the other hand, are more likely to be composed of related individuals that
exhibit fewer antagonistic behaviors. A recumbence study that analyzed coefficient of
relatedness across a number of zoo herds could test this hypothesis; however, the small
sample sizes and confounding variables (e.g., different substrates) could make this
difficult. Next, zoo researchers could design experiments to directly test the effect of
substrate on recumbence. Although I found evidence that elephants are more recumbent
on softer substrate, this conclusion contrasts a study at the Oregon Zoo, which measured
elephant behavior before and after the installation of rubberized flooring (Meller et al.,
2007). When housed in a room in which the new flooring was installed, the elephants
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showed a significant decrease in recumbence from baseline, and a significant increase in
standing rest; this effect was not replicated in the other room treated in the same fashion,
however. The authors propose that elephants may prefer to sleep while standing, and the
new flooring provides a more comfortable surface that alleviates pressure on the feet and
joints. While this study took advantage of the scheduled installation of new, semipermanent flooring, an ideal study design would measure recumbence during the repeated
addition and removal of soft and hard substrates of various types to better establish
causation, if present.
Although accelerometers have been used to measure a number of zoo animal
behaviors (e.g., activity levels [Takahashi, 2009], travel distances [Rothwell et al., 2011;
Sellers & Crompton, 2004]), feeding, walking, and swaying [Soltis et al., 2012]), more
possibilities come from the novel uses seen in livestock research. For example,
accelerometers have been used to measure differences in acceleration between legs to
identify asysmmetric stepping (Chapinal et al., 2011; Flower & Weary, 2009), and to
distinguish walking, trotting, and galloping in calves (de Passillé et al., 2010).
Asymmetric stepping is a sign of lameness, which may have implications for zoo
elephants due to the prevalence of foot and musculoskeletal pathologies. Running is
considered a play behavior in calves (Rushen et al., 2010), and is (controversially)
considered a way to measure a positive affective state (Yeates & Main, 2008).
Livestock researchers have even tested the ability of accelerometers to
differentiate between NREM and REM sleep stages, albeit with limited success
(Hokkanen et al., 2011).
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Zoo researchers must be prepared to resist the lure of GPS technology when it is
not the appropriate tool for their study objectives or circumstances. For example,
researchers measuring Asian zoo elephant movement with video analysis noted that GPS
would have required extensive training of staff and animals before data collection could
begin, and video monitoring allows for direct observations when needed (e.g., monitoring
pregnant females) (Rowell, 2014). Another possible technique for studying zoo animal
movements comes from the growing availability and affordability of radio frequency
identification (RFID) technology (Reynolds, 2007). Dallas Zoo adopted RFID for its
“TangaTracker” system to monitor the movement of its elephants. The system uses
RFID tags work in anklets, and was chosen, at least in part, due to hesitancy surrounding
elephants wearing bulky GPS collars (PRLog, 2012). Although there have been no
published reports on the success of TangaTracker, RFID has the advantage of bypassing
the limitations of GPS (Chapter Two), but requires a much greater initial investment of
time and resources, making it unfeasible for multi-institutional research at present.
Perhaps the most advanced system is the International Cooperation for Animal Research
Using Space initiative (ICARUS, 2014). Rather than piggy-backing off other established
systems (e.g., the use of GPS-equipped collars), this program was developed specifically
with the intent of tracking migratory patterns. The relatively low orbit of the ICARUS
satellites, and advancements in transmitter miniaturization technology will allow tracking
of animals as small as honeybees when the project begins in 2015 (ICARUS, 2014).
Whether or not it will be feasible to use this system with zoo animals on smaller scales is
currently unknown, but if it can be done, zoo researchers will likely find a way to apply it
to studies of animal welfare.
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GPS devices and accelerometers can also be utilized simultaneously to enhance
our understanding of animal behavior and welfare. For example, the preference of an
animal for different substrates in their exhibit could be determined if the researcher knew
the location of the recumbence bout, and the types and percent coverage of substrate
options available. I have already initiated this type of study in zoo elephants using data
collected during the Elephant Welfare Project. I have identified a sub-population of 46
elephants with 157 nights of data to analyze for this project. These elephants have at
least two nights of data during which they experienced the same social and housing
arrangement. On each night the elephants lay down for at least one recumbence bout of
more than 15 minutes, allowing me to increase location accuracy by averaging GPS fixes.
Only elephants that had multiple substrates to select from - some combination of grass,
sand, dirt, rubber, concrete, stone, and other - were included, and I have identified and
quantified the available substrates for each elephant. I have also used ArcMap software
to create maps showing where recumbence bouts occurred at a number of zoos. To
complete this study, I will be request that participating zoos identify the exact substrate
present at the recumbent sites, so that I may establish whether their elephants exhibited
preferential substrate selection. Preference tests of this sort are rarely used in zoos (but
see Meller et al., 2007) but could provide valuable data to improve animal welfare
(Mason & Veasey, 2010). However, establishing whether or not animals prefer
substrates that actually optimize their welfare is another area that would require
investigation.
Zoos with the goal of increasing walking or recumbence now have a list of factors
associated with these behaviors - and the relative importance of each of those factors –
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and can use them to make exhibit or husbandry modifications that provide the proper
environmental context for elephants to express these behaviors. I have also identified
some areas for future experimental studies to better elucidate the relationship between
these variables and walking and recumbence. However, it should be noted that these
behaviors have a distinct disadvantage when compared to more established welfare
indicators such as foot health: we do not know the “ideal” amount of these behaviors for
the maximization of animal welfare. Appropriate levels of walking and recumbent rest
have presumed welfare benefits, and we presented some evidence from the literature for
these benefits in Chapters Three and Four. Yet due to this lack of a benchmark value, we
are unable to create an individual prescription stating that a certain elephant should walk
or rest more or less, nor can we say anything about the zoo elephant population as a
whole. Often in these situations, wild-type behaviors are proposed as a yardstick by
which to gauge appropriate behaviors (Hutchins, 2006; Veasey, 1999), but not only is
data limited from wild elephants, the use of comparisons with the behavior of wild
conspecifics has been questioned. Veasey et al. (1996) provide the example of a captive
giraffe lying down more than a wild conspecific; the authors point out that wild giraffes
may lie down less due to the risks of predation, and therefore the more recumbent captive
giraffe should not be presumed to have poor welfare. In general, this conclusion rings
true. However, if the captive giraffe was to lay down a great deal less than the wild
giraffe, despite a relatively safer environment, this may raise questions in the mind of a
researcher. Likewise, for zoos at which elephants exhibit relatively low amount of
walking or recumbence when compared to the sub-population data presented in Chapters
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Three and Four, they should consider whether they might need to take action to facilitate
these behaviors at their zoo.
African and Asian zoo elephants are particularly vulnerable to health and welfare
problems, and researchers are interested in identifying and measuring behaviors that may
affect welfare. This work assessed walking and recumbent rest in African and Asian zoo
elephants, and identified a variety of factors that are associated with these behaviors.
Zoos can use this information to prioritize modifications to their facilities and animal
management programs to provide an environment that encourages zoo elephants to
express walking and recumbence behavior, should they choose to do so.
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